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ABSTRACT
Quantum Dynamics of Interacting Electrons and Phonons:
Applications and Theoretical Developments
Ian Seth Dunn
In this thesis I explore the dynamical behavior of electrons and excitons interacting
with quantized nuclear vibrations. In the first chapter I begin by introducing the notion of
vibronic models and discussing their utility for modeling dynamical phenomena in the con-
densed phase. In the second chapter, I continue to detail a collaborative effort for modeling
photophysics and transport dynamics in aggregates of the organic dye molecule perylene di-
imide (PDI). There I discuss how the vibronic signatures in steady-state photoluminescence
spectra may be used to decode the microscopic couplings that determine the hybrid H and
J aggregate behavior in PDI crystals. I then show how interference between these couplings
has a substantial effect on controlling ballistic and diffusive transport dynamics. In the
third chapter I continue to address the challenge of describing finite temperature dynamics
in the Holstein model in the thermodynamic limit. Toward this end, I present approximate
solutions via the cumulant expansion and discuss in detail the successes and limitations of
this method. Finally, in the interest of providing fully quantum mechanical solutions for
vibronic models in the nonperturbative intermediate coupling regime, in the fourth chapter
I discuss the application of the numerically exact reduced hierarchical equations of motion
(HEOM) method. I expose how for models such as the Holstein model that incorporate
a finite bath of undamped harmonic oscillators, temperature-dependent instabilities arise
in HEOM which corrupt the long-time dynamics. Through a projection-based approach, I
demonstrate how these instabilities may be removed, obviating the need for a costly and
poorly-behaved convergence procedure with respect to the hierarchy depth. I also present
a numerical iterative approach for accomplishing this projection, intended for use in cases
where a diagonalization-based projection proves too costly. Overall, this thesis delves into
applications as well as approximate and numerically exact solutions of vibronic models.
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Chemistry is present everywhere we turn. From our houses, to our computer screens, to
our automobiles, to the foods and medicines we put in our own bodies, we know that every
material around us is made up of atomic nuclei and electrons. Too small to see with our
eyes, even with the most powerful light microscopes, these submicroscopic entities make up
our entire world; and they are constantly moving. While a solar cell or organic photovoltaic
device might look pretty dead from our perspective, on the length scale of one Angstrom to
several hundred nanometers this could not be farther from the truth. Electrons are whizzing
around nuclei. Energy is being passed between molecules. Electrons are being ripped out of
their orbits by incoming light, leaving behind vacancies known as holes. The microscopic is
indeed quite dynamic.
To make matters more complicated, electrons and nuclei do not play by the same rules
that we do. Their motion is not governed by the laws of classical mechanics that shape
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our everyday experience, but rather by the theory of quantum mechanics that quite ac-
curately describes the motion of small particles. Quantum mechanics is a peculiar theory
that replaces the familiar classical notions of well-determined trajectories with diffuse wave-
like propagation whereby a particle exists in a state of uncertain position and momentum;
thereby, an electron’s distance from a nucleus or the length of a chemical bond can exist
in a superposition of many states that only collapses on a precise value at the moment of
measurement.
While the theory of quantum mechanics is well-established in differential equation form,
using the theory to describe the elaborate dance of quantum mechanical particles is not easy.
In fact, Paul Dirac, one of the trailblazers of quantum theory once wrote,
“The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large
part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the
difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much
too complicated to be soluble.” [1]
For many problems of practical interest, one may reduce the complexity enormously by sac-
rificing a quantum description of nuclei, which are much heavier than electrons, in favor of a
mixed quantum-classical description. Such an approach is invaluable for describing low en-
ergy dynamics in broad stretches of chemistry and biology. In this thesis, however, I focus on
describing photophysical phenomena, where electronic photoexcitations exceed vibrational
energies of molecules or the crystal lattice, and also drive rapid nuclear reorganization, such
that one cannot simply ignore nuclear quantum effects. In this case one needs to be fru-
gal and come up with computationally inexpensive strategies for modeling the dynamics of
electrons interacting with vibrational quanta, henceforth referred to as phonons.
This thesis amongst many other pieces of work aims at the problem of modeling dynamics
2
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in so-called “vibronic” systems with a two-pronged approach. The first step is to reduce the
description of a condensed phase quantum dynamical system into a coarse-grained model
with the minimum number of degrees of freedom necessary to describe phenomena of interest.
The second step is the still-daunting task of solving such quantum models, either exactly or
approximately. I now address each of these steps and highlight my efforts in model-building
and model-solving.
1.2 Reduced models
One way to enormously reduce the complexity of describing vibronic phenomena is via re-
duction to a one-electron model. This approach is well-justified for describing systems with
a low carrier density, such as weakly doped semiconductors or materials photoexcited with a
low pump fluence. Another major simplification is the harmonic oscillator approximation for
describing nuclear displacements, whereby all nuclear dynamics may be described through
coupled quantum harmonic oscillators. With these simplifications in mind, I will review
several canonical vibronic models.
Applying these approximations to describe electron and hole dynamics in polar crystals
























First proposed in 1954, the Frohlich model assumes a free electron interacting with a polar
harmonic continuum; here the collective behavior of the electron and phonons gives rise to
a quasiparticle known as a polaron. In particular, due to its continuum nature, the Frohlich
model is useful for describing large polarons. Although the Frohlich model makes sweeping
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simplifications in describing quantum dynamics in polar crystals, full dynamical solutions
have yet to be presented. As such the Frohlich model poses one of the longest open challenges
in nonrelativistic quantum field theory.
In the regime of stronger electron-phonon interactions (EPI), polarons become localized
on the atomic or molecular scale, giving rise to small polaron behavior where the electron can
“feel” the discretization of the crystal lattice. Such is the case in crystalline Van der Waals
aggregates of conjugated organic molecules, where soft intramolecular vinyl stretching modes
undergo significant deformations under the influence of electronic perturbations. In this case,
rather than describing the condensed phase system as a continuous mesh, each molecule may
be assigned to a lattice site. Along these lines, in 1959, Holstein proposed a molecular crystal




















Even though decades later the Holstein model still resists full solution, due to its relative
simplicity compared to other vibronic models approximate solutions are available for prac-
tical applications in spectroscopy and dynamics, as will be seen in Chapter 2. Furthermore,
the Holstein model is often used as a testbed for numerical methods, as will be seen in
Chapters 3 and 4. Finally, the Holstein model is immensely useful not only for describing
vibronically dressed electrons, but also dressed excitons known as Frenkel polarons. The
simultaneous description of charged polarons as well as neutral Frenkel polarons will be the
focus of Chapter 2.
The Holstein model incorporates vibronic effects solely through local modulation of the
electronic energy. However, for a more general treatment of small polaron dynamics, one
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would like to allow for additional EPI such as extended nonlocal modulation of the electronic
energy akin to that of the Frohlich model, and also vibronically-induced modulation of the
electronic hopping integrals known as Peierls coupling. The Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH)
model (also known as the BLF-SSH model) originally proposed in 1979 to describe solitons




























The SSH model is useful for describing hopping integrals which are sensitive to structural
rearrangement, such as the wave-function-overlap based charge transfer integrals in cofacial
pi-stacks of organic dye molecules. A more exact treatment of the dynamics in Chapter 2
could involve the inclusion of Peierls coupling. Furthermore, the SSH model has been used
to show novel behaviors such as sharp polaron transitions and also the formation of light
polarons and bipolarons [9, 10].
1.3 Thesis outline
The canonical models in Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) enormously simplify the description
of vibronic systems without discarding the fundamental mechanisms governing condensed
phase dynamics, thereby allowing us to study, albeit in a qualitative manner, the motion
of quantum mechanical charged and neutral excitations. This thesis therefore focuses on
improving our understanding of the vibronic models introduced in 1.2. Using approximate
solutions to a generalized finite-size Holstein model that describes both Frenkel and charged
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polarons, in Chapter 2 we are able to adequately describe emergent spectroscopic and dy-
namical properties in aggregates of the organic dye molecule perylene diimide. Recognizing
that a more general treatment of dynamics requires extensions to both finite temperature and
an infinite lattice, in Chapter 3 we demonstrate the applicability toward the Holstein model
(1.2) of an approximate perturbative method known as the cumulant expansion, carefully
analyzing its successes and shortcomings. Finally, since there is also a demonstrated need for
exact solutions to vibronic models in the intermediate coupling regime where perturbation
theory and strong coupling theories break down [3], in Chapter 4 we perform a detailed
study of the applicability of the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) method to the
Holstein (1.2) and SSH (1.3) models, focusing on the convergence properties and long-time
stability of HEOM. In total, this thesis provides a well-rounded exploration of applications,
approximate methods, and numerically exact methods for describing dynamics influenced by
the interactions between electrons and phonons.
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Spectroscopy and transport in
perylene-diimide aggregates
2.1 Introduction
Organic molecular materials have garnered great interest in the past several decades for their
use in solar cells [11–13], light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [12–15], wearable technology [16, 17],
and other photophysical devices [18, 19]. In addition to having a low production cost, their
strong optical absorption features and flexibility in molecular engineering applications [20–
24] make them practically desirable. Furthermore, the strong exciton-binding energies and
electron-phonon couplings [25, 26] in these materials, as well as novel behavior such as singlet
fission [27, 28], make organic molecular materials an attractive playground for studying the
fundamental physics associated with the interactions of electrons, holes, phonons, and optical
fields.
Moving beyond single-molecule properties, it has become widely recognized that inter-
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molecular interactions in organic molecular crystals can have a profound effect on photo-
physical properties [26]. One prime example is the distinction between H and J aggregates
[20–22, 24–26, 29–42]. With respective negative and positive band curvatures, these diverse
aggregates differ sharply in their photoluminescence [25] (PL) and exciton-exciton annihi-
lation [41] behaviors. H aggregates are characterized by positive intermolecular couplings
and display blue-shifted absorption and suppressed PL and annihilation; on the contrary, J
aggregates are characterized by negative intermolecular couplings and exhibit superradiant
PL and enhanced annihilation. For a practical example of their respective utility, weakly
emissive H aggregates are useful in photovoltaic materials, while superradiant J aggregates
are desirable in LEDs.
In addition to examples of dominantly H or J aggregates, where either positive or negative
excitonic couplings dominate and are mostly either Coulombic or short-range in nature, re-
cent studies have exposed the important interplay between short-range charge separation and
Coulombic coupling that gives rise to hybrid aggregates [22–24, 26, 34, 39, 40, 42]. Such is the
case in aggregates of rylene dye molecules, where substantial transition dipole moments and
intermolecular wave function overlap, respectively, give rise to competitive Coulombic and
short-range intermolecular interactions. These hybrid aggregates may admit novel dynamics
and photophysical behaviors, including non-monotonic temperature dependence, nontrivial
band shapes, and null aggregate behavior where the short-range and Coulombic couplings
achieve near complete destructive interference [24, 43].
In this chapter, we explore the diverse photophysics present in aggregates of two different
perylene diimide (PDI) molecules, N ,N 0-bis(phenyl) PDI (N -phenyl PDI) and N ,N 0-bis(n-
octyl)-2,5,8,11-tetraphenyl PDI (tetraphenyl PDI). These molecules are depicted in Fig. 2.1.





Figure 2.1: N -phenyl PDI (left) and tetraphenyl PDI (right).
PDI core, their aggregates straddle a null point (a point of monomer-like photophysical
behavior) in parameter space due to competing short-range and Coulombic coupling. We
will demonstrate how vibronic features in absorption and steady-state PL spectra can be
used to decode the mechanisms behind the rich band shapes that arise in hybrid aggregates.
Furthermore, we use the parameters gleaned from the vibronic spectra to model ballistic
transport dynamics in these PDIs, and to ultimately demonstrate how the interference be-
tween short-range and Coulombic coupling in these hybrid aggregates can have a substantial
effect on diffusive transport as measured through transient absorption microscopy.
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2.2 Spectroscopic signatures of hybrid aggregates1
2.2.1 Theory
2.2.1.1 Vibronic model
To study the mechanisms that govern photophysical and transport behaviors in PDI aggre-
gates, we introduce a molecular model that incorporates Frenkel exciton behavior and charge
separation, as well as electron-phonon interactions. The Hamiltonian may be written as
H = HF +HCT +HF CT , (2.1)
where HF describes Frenkel exciton states, HCT describes spatially separated electron-hole
pairs termed charge-transfer (CT) states, and HF CT describes the couplings between these
two electronic subspaces. Specifically, HF is an extended Frenkel Holstein model [4, 5, 25]


























where "S1 is the excitation energy of the first molecular singlet excited state, Jmn = J|m n| is
a long-range Coulombic coupling which generalizes the standard nearest-neighbor coupling
in the tight-binding [3] and standard Holstein models [4, 5], !0 is the frequency of the
dominant vinyl stretching mode in PDI, and   is the exciton-phonon coupling constant. bn
1Based on work published in J. Phys. Chem. C 123, 20567 (2019). Copyright 2019, American Chemical
Society. I credit April Oleson with performing the detailed analysis to determine the optimal parameters






Figure 2.2: Diagram of the Holstein model HF . The carrier labeled “E” represents a Frenkel
exciton. The massive springs represent intramolecular vinyl stretching modes.
and an annihilate phonons and excitons, respectively, on site n. The Holstein model HF is
well-represented by the schematic in Fig. 2.2. We elaborate further on the Holstein model
in 3.2.1. Similarly, HCT describes the dynamics of an electron and hole on neighboring sites
independently interacting with local vibrations; coupling between CT states is ignored for



































where "CT is the energy of the dissociated state above the ground state,    ( + ) is the
electron- (hole-) phonon coupling constant, and c n (c+n ) annihilates an electron (hole) on site
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describes the coupling between Frenkel and CT states, where te (th) is the electron (hole)
transfer integral [38, 44].
It is worth noting that this Frenkel-CT/Holstein model may be considered to be a reduced












that has been coarse-grained and projected onto the Frenkel-CT basis and treated within
the harmonic approximation for the vibrational degrees of freedom. In this way, with an
appropriate choice of parameters, one may study realistic dynamics using such a reduced
model.
2.2.1.2 Spectroscopic theory
Spectroscopy provides some of our most powerful tools for probing chemical systems. Even
some of the simplest forms of spectroscopy, linear absorption and steady-state PL [45],
provide rich information on the electronic structure of molecules and the band structure of
materials. Here we provide an overview of the theory of absorption and PL.
i) Absorption Here we offer a derivation of the linear absorption coefficient ↵ (!). While
the derivation in Chapter 4 of [45] provides the same result using the Goppert-Mayer trans-
formation [46], we offer here an alternate derivation that only invokes the electric dipole
12
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approximation at the end, and therefore provides a general approach for the optical absorp-
tion in terms of either a current autocorrelation function [3, 47] or a dipole autocorrelation
function [25, 24].
To derive a general expression for absorption of light by a system of charged particles,
one begins with Maxwell’s equations. In this section we employ Gaussian units, and express
the usual Maxwell relations as
r · E = 4⇡⇢, (2.6)
r · B = 0, (2.7)















For further detail on Maxwell’s equations see Jackson’s textbook [48]. If we take the curl of
Eq. (2.9) and plug in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), we find that after taking the Fourier transform




















is the complex dielectric function and
J (!) ⌘   (!)E (!) (2.12)
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< [  (!)] , (2.13)
where n (!) = c ⇤ < (k) /! is the real part of the index of refraction. We are now in a
position to derive Beer’s law for absorption. A plane wave solution E (x, t) = E0ei(k·x !t) to
Maxwell’s equations leads to the following spatial intensity dependence:
|E (x, t) |2 = E20e
 2=(k)x. (2.14)
This is Beer’s law, with an optical absorption coefficient of
↵ (!) = 2= [k] =
4⇡
n (!) c
< [  (!)] . (2.15)
Thus, the optical absorption may be written in terms of the dynamical refractive index and
the real part of the optical conductivity.
We now embark on a microscopic calculation of   (!) and consider a quantum model for
the system. We start with a general nonrelativistic model of a system of charged particles in
the Coulomb gauge interacting with an external electromagnetic field. We ignore feedback
effects on the field and enforce vanishing boundary conditions at 1. We also ignore retarded


















Dropping the |A|2 term as is common practice and quantizing the operators, we use the
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where L is the spatial dimension of the system. We have assumed that the system is isotropic
and that   (!) is diagonal. This general formula in terms of a retarded current autocorrela-
tion function is applicable for analyzing the optical absorption and conductivity not only of
molecular aggregates, but also of solid state systems where the charged carriers are free to
migrate and excitons are of the Wannier-Mott type.
Let us now restrict the scope further and derive the optical absorption for a molecular
aggregate. Since all charge fluctuations occur over a much smaller spatial extent than the
variations in A (x, t), the long-wavelength current operator j (t) may be written at lowest




















dtei!th[µ (t) , µ (0)]i. (2.19)
As a result, the optical absorption for a molecular system is
↵ (!) =
4⇡!
n (!) ~cV <
Z 1
0
dtei!th[µ (t) , µ (0)]i
 
. (2.20)
For a molecular system, we will assume that the excitation energy is sufficiently large com-
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pared with the temperatures of interest that the average is taken with respect to the ground













where |0i and |mi are the respective ground state and excited states of the molecular system.
Eq. (2.21) is especially useful for molecular aggregates, since it can be further decomposed in
terms of molecular transition dipole moments, which are readily available in many quantum
chemistry software packages. In this work, we will assume that all excited states are of single
Frenkel exciton character, and that CT states have a vanishing transition dipole moment.
In Fig. 2.3(a) we show a diagram representing absorption transitions corresponding to
the several terms in the sum in Eq. (2.21). In Fig. 2.3(b) we also use Eq. (2.21) to produce
the absorption spectrum for an N -phenyl PDI monomer. All theoretical absorption spectra
in this work are computed using Eq. (2.21), subject to normalization by the absorption










ii) Photoluminescence In a PL experiment, a hot ensemble of excitons quickly relaxes
to a pseudo-equilibrium thermal distribution at the exciton band bottom. From there the
system can further relax via spontaneous emission to the electronic ground state dressed
with vibrational excitations. This process is depicted in Fig. 2.4(a). Here we present
expressions for the steady-state PL spectrum (otherwise known as a fluorescence spectrum)
for a molecular system. In 2.2.1.2 we demonstrated how a quantum system can interact
with classical light to absorb energy. On the contrary, since PL is a process of spontaneous
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Figure 2.3: a) Schematic diagram of transitions probed in absorption spectroscopy. Mul-
tiplicity of closely spaced energy levels depicts disorder that is approximated in this work
by Gaussian broadening functions. b) Absorption spectrum for monomeric N -phenyl PDI
calculated using the parameters in this work.
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic diagram of a PL spectroscopy experiment. Multiplicity of closely
spaced energy levels depicts disorder that is approximated in this work by Gaussian broaden-
ing functions. b) Normalized fluorescence spectrum for monomeric N -phenyl PDI calculated
using the parameters in this work.
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emission, it is necessary to use a quantum theory of light to describe this process, whereby
coupling with quantum fluctuations in the vacuum drives emissive transitions.
We assume a correlated vibronic system of electrons coupled to vibrational degrees of
freedom. Fermi’s golden rule is employed to describe the transition rate from a vibrationally
relaxed electronic excited state to the manifold of vibrational excitations of the electronic
ground state accompanied by emission of a photon with energy ~!. We use the same Hamil-
tonian and long wavelength approximation as in 2.2.1.2. Removing constant multiplicative













where |gi is any of the electronic ground states dressed with vibrations, |ei is any of the
vibrationless electronically excited states, and R is the radius of the system. We again










Let us now isolate the separate vibrational contributions the PL spectrum. Dividing the
sum over terminal electronic ground states into terms associated with the number of terminal
phonons gives
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|he|µ|g; 01, . . . , 1n, . . . , 0Ni|
2. (2.27)
Here the state |g; 01, . . . , 0Ni contains zero phonons, and the state |g; 01, . . . , 1n, . . . , 0Ni
contains one phonon on site n. In 2.2.1.5 we will see how the ratio of 0 ! 0 peaks to 0 ! 1
peaks decisively indicates H or J aggregate behavior.
For a monomer, the PL spectrum is known as the fluorescence spectrum and has line






The monomer fluorescence spectrum for N -phenyl PDI is shown in Fig. 2.4(b).
2.2.1.3 Model parameters
The parameters for the model introduced in 2.2.1.1 were selected via a combination of fitting
against experiment and ab initio calculations. !0 and   were chosen via comparison of a one-
site model with the solution-phase monomer absorption spectrum, where aggregate effects
are absent. "CT  "S1 was chosen to be similar to that reported for tetraazaterrylene [22] and
then tuned to reproduce experimental spectra. Symmetric  2+ =  2  = 0.5 2 were chosen.
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i) Coulombic couplings Long-range Coulombic couplings were computed from the atom-













 j ({r}) . (2.29)
In this work, the many-electron single molecule eigenfunctions  i ({r}) are calculated us-
ing linear response time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) with the !-B97X
functional without the Tamm-Dancoff approximation. We can consider the “Coulombic cou-
pling” to consist of all matrix elements Vij that facilitate resonant energy transfer from one
molecule in its first excited state to another in its ground state. In fact, for molecules with
fairly balanced charge distributions, it can be shown that intramolecular transitions driven
by intermolecular interactions are dominated by resonant energy transfer processes. Working
in a basis of product states formed from Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals, where the orbitals
 m,k on any given molecule m are orthogonal, and letting i, i0 index the occupied orbitals


















 m,i (r1) (ci0j0 n,j0 (r2)) (2.30)
is the matrix element for resonant energy transfer from molecule m to molecule n. Let us






m,j (r) m,i (r) . (2.31)
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Thus, to compute the Coulombic coupling we calculate the excited state wave functions using
TDDFT, interpolate onto a real-space grid and form ⇢m (r) as in Eq. (2.31), superimpose
⇢m (r) and ⇢n (r) on the X-ray crystal structure, and then evaluate Eq. (2.32) by numerical
quadrature. This procedure is repeated for all molecular pairs (m,n) of interest to calculate
the numerous intermolecular Coulombic couplings Vmn in the crystal. Finally, all values of
Vmn are scaled by a constant " for best agreement with experiment. Ultimately, we identify
the scaled coupling with the exciton hopping parameter
Jmn = "Vmn (2.33)
for use in the Frenkel-CT/Holstein model.
ii) Short-range couplings To compute the CT integrals te and th, we simplify matters
by approximating the molecular eigenstates as products of Kohn-Sham orbitals. We perform
density functional theory calculations using the B3LYP functional. While the Coulom-
bic coupling calculations do not require orthogonalization due to the local orthogonality of
molecular orbitals, the intramolecular charge-transfer process which relies on intermolecular
wave function overlap requires a careful treatment of the nonorthogonality of orbitals on dif-
ferent molecules. The algorithm we employ for constructing te and th for a pair of molecules
is as follows [49]:
1. Construct the overlap matrix (SAO)ij = h i| ji for the atomic orbitals {| ii}.
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2. Solve the nonlinear Kohn-Sham Roothaan-Hall equations [50]
HAOC = SAOCE (2.34)
for the dimer in the atomic orbital basis to calculate the dimeric Hamiltonian HAO.
3. Solve the Kohn-Sham Roothaan-Hall equations [50] for each isolated molecule to obtain
the monomer molecular orbitals C1 and C2.








6. Transform HMO to an orthogonalized basis for span [CMO] using the Löwdin transfor-
mation [51, 52]. For this step, use only the subblocks of HMO and SMO corresponding






7. te and th are the coupling elements of H̃MO between the two LUMOs and the two
HOMOs, respectively. In this work, we scale te and th to obtain best agreement with
experiment.
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2.2.1.4 Multiparticle expansion
Let us now discuss the challenge of solving for the eigenstates of the Frenkel-CT/Holstein
Hamiltonian. While the theory of quantum mechanics can explain physical phenomena with
astounding accuracy, the direct numerical treatment of many-body systems is hindered by its
great computational complexity. For an n-particle system where every particle is described
by k basis functions, the many-particle Hilbert space is of dimension kn. The resulting
exponentially large time and memory demands make exact quantum mechanical treatments
based on diagonalization of the Hamiltonian computationally intractable for all but the
smallest of systems. Similar reasoning explains the immense computational complexity of
vibronic models. Even for the simplified class of models introduced in 1.2, such as the
Frenkel-CT/Holstein model in 2.2.1.1 or even just the Holstein model in Eq. (2.2), exact
solutions are limited to a few sites and also to low temperatures where few phonon excitations
are required. To remedy this problem several approaches exist. Time-domain methods
such as time-dependent perturbation theory, which can capture approximate dynamics, and
hierarchical equations of motion [53–60], which can capture dynamics exactly up to some
time, will be discussed in later chapters of this thesis. Matrix-product states may also be used
to exploit the sparsity of Hilbert space [61]. Finally, in the spirit of matrix diagonalization,
another route to affordable, approximate, accurate quantum solutions is through a specially
chosen basis set. In this spirit we turn to the multiparticle approximation [26, 62].
The multiparticle approximation is a hierarchy of basis set truncations that qualitatively
capture the physics of vibronic models. An n-particle basis state is one which hosts electronic
and/or vibrational excitations on n sites in the lattice. The n-particle approximation is then
one which incorporates all 0, . . . , n-particle states in the basis. For example, the 0-particle
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state is simply referred to as
|0i, (2.38)
while the 1-particle state is
|nx, ⌫̃nxi, (2.39)
where nx is the site of the Frenkel exciton and ⌫̃nx is the number of phonons on site nx in
the shifted harmonic oscillator potential induced by the presence of the exciton. The Frenkel
2-particle state
|nx, n⌫ , ⌫̃nx , ⌫n⌫ i (2.40)
modifies the 1-particle state in Eq. (2.39) by exciting ⌫n⌫ phonons on site n⌫ in the unshifted
harmonic oscillator potential. Finally, the CT 2-particle state is
|ne, nh, ⌫̃ne , ⌫̃nhi, (2.41)
where ne, nh are the electron and hole sites and the remaining indices determine the number
of phonons on each site in the shifted harmonic oscillator potentials induced by the electron
and hole. In this chapter we employ the 2-particle approximation (TPA) for explaining
photophysics and dynamics in PDI aggregates.
2.2.1.5 Theory of H and J aggregates
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where cn annihilates an exciton at site n. Due to translation symmetry, HTB is diagonalized













As a result, the band curvature about k = 0 of the tight-binding model is determined by
the sign of J . For J > 0 the model is known as an H aggregate, and for J < 0 it is
instead a J aggregate. This simple notion generalizes to models with nonlocal and vibronic
coupling. Positive hopping couplings induce negative band curvature about k = 0, i.e. H
aggregate behavior, while negative couplings induce positive band curvature about k = 0,
i.e. J aggregate behavior.
Let us now explore the diverse PL behaviors of H and J aggregates in the presence of
vibronic coupling. For more detail, see Spano’s account on Frenkel polarons [25]. We start
by comparing the line strengths I0!0k and I0!1k for k = 0 and k 6= 0 emitting states. We will
work in the one-particle approximation, where the basic intuition we wish to communicate






























Meanwhile for k 6= 0,
















Notice how in all cases I0!0k is sensitive to coherent interference effects between sites, while
I0!1 is conversely insensitive to such coherence effects.
We now draw conclusions regarding the PL line strengths at zero-temperature. For J
aggregates the band-bottom emitting state has k = 0, and as a result for J aggregates
I0!0em = O (N) ⇤ I
0!1
em . (2.51)
Thus, J aggregates exhibit so-called superradiant PL. For H aggregates the band-bottom
emitting state has k = ⇡; as such for H-aggregates the band-bottom is dark with respect to
the vacuum state since I0!0em = 0.
At finite temperatures, the emitting states are considered to be a thermal distribution
over the exciton band due to rapid thermalization following photoexcitation. For increasing
temperature, in H aggregates the k = 0 exciton is increasingly populated while in J aggregates
the k = 0 exciton is increasingly depleted. As a result, in H and J aggregates the 0 ! 0 peak
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grows and shrinks, respectively. For theoretical H and J aggregates that only differ in the
sign of their exciton couplings, in the high temperature limit kBT   J the peak ratio of the
0 ! 0 to 0 ! 1 peaks will be identical between the aggregates due to even population over
the exciton band. In summary, for simple H or J aggregates where the k = 0 exciton lies at
the band top or bottom, respectively, the band curvature and the sign of the couplings are
evident from the temperature-dependent PL spectrum. H aggregates experience growth of
the 0 ! 0 peak from zero, while J aggregates experience the suppression of the superradiant
0 ! 0 peak with growing temperature.
2.2.1.6 Theory of hybrid aggregates
In realistic models for molecular aggregates, several factors compete to determine the exciton
band shape. Specifically, the interplay between the short-range and Coulombic couplings can
give rise to hybrid aggregate behavior. The Frenkel states and the CT states each create
“diabatic” bands which are coupled through te and th. In the limit where these diabatic
bands are separated by a large energy, the CT states can be treated virtually through a
superexchange coupling [21, 40], and the effect of the Frenkel-CT couplings is a shift in the














Thus, depending on the signs and relative magnitudes of Jmn and  teth, positive or negative
band curvature may be induced; furthermore, in the superexchange limit JCT and the nearest
neighbor Coulombic coupling may be shown to directly interfere in the Hamiltonian. Moving
beyond the superexchange limit by allowing the Frenkel and CT bands to approach resonance,
the short-range and Coulombic couplings continue to interfere constructively or destructively
to determine the exciton band shape. For integrated aggregates, meaning that the short-
range and long-range couplings are both active within any given molecular pair, the terms
HH, HJ, JH, and JJ aggregates have been coined [22]: the first letter pertains to the sign
of the Coulombic coupling while the second letter pertains to the sign of the short-range
coupling. We will also capitalize the letter corresponding to the coupling that dominates the
band shape and use a lowercase letter to describe the inferior coupling.
Ultimately in hybrid aggregates we can expect to see several photophysical features. In
the absorption spectrum we should see a two-band structure originating from the Frenkel
and CT bands, which straddles the monomer absorption. Thus, hybrid aggregates have
both blue-shifted and red-shifted absorption peaks. Meanwhile, the PL spectrum of an Hj
or jH aggregate should resemble that of an H aggregate, as the PL spectrum of a Jh or
hJ aggregate should resemble that of a J aggregate. Furthermore, in theory more novel
behaviors may exist, for example those that place the k = 0 exciton in the middle of the
exciton band due to nontrivial interference between short-range and Coulombic couplings,
as well as near-complete destructive interference of the Coulombic and short-range couplings
resulting in a null aggregate with flat exciton bands [24]. We shall see the latter effect is
observed in tetraphenyl PDI.
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2.2.2 Results
To demonstrate the power of the Frenkel-CT/Holstein model in 2.2.1.1 we measured the
linear absorption and steady-state PL spectra for two PDI aggregates made from N -phenyl
PDI and tetraphenyl PDI. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.5 alongside a
comparison with theoretical predictions. All energy eigenvalues are blue-shifted by "S1   ,
where "S1 = 19000 cm 1 is the monomeric exciton energy and   is the gas-to-crystal energy
shift. Both aggregates show two primary absorption peaks (see Fig. 2.5(a, d)) due to the
mixing between the Frenkel and CT exciton bands. The most interesting difference, however,
is contained in the vibronic PL signatures. Let us analyze the PL spectrum for each PDI
aggregate in turn.
2.2.2.1 N-Phenyl PDI: Hj aggregate
In Fig. 2.5(b) we see that the 0 ! 0 peak grows substantially as the temperature is varied
from 5K to 280K. This is classic H aggregate behavior, but we want to confirm that such
behavior can be described by the Frenkel-CT/Holstein model. Using the electronic structure
methods described in 2.2.1.3 we calculate the CT integrals and Coulombic couplings shown
in Table 2.1. Assuming a diabatic Frenkel-CT band splitting of "CT   "S1 ⇡ 1000 cm 1 we
can already see from qualitative analysis that H aggregate behavior is expected within the
superexchange approximation,
JCT ⇡  
2 ⇤ 994 cm 1 ⇤ 392 cm 1
1000 cm 1
=  779 cm 1.
Given that |J1| > |JCT |, the H-promoting Coulombic couplings seem to dominate the J-
promoting short-range couplings. Upon tuning parameters for best fit against the measured
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Figure 2.5: (a, d) Absorption spectra for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI, respectively. Black
is measured in the crystalline phase, black dotted is measured in solution-phase, and blue is
for a theoretical ⇡-stack of 10 molecules. (b, d) Measured PL spectra for the aggregate and
monomer for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI, respectively. (c, f) Theoretical PL spectra for a
⇡-stack of 10 molecules and a single molecule for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI, respectively.
te th J1 J2 J3 J4 J5
N 994 392 1089 400 176 90 51
T
Intradimeric 1316 953 457 59 -2.2 -9.1 -4.9
Interdimeric 714 266 454 59 -1.5 -9.1 -4.4
Table 2.1: Calculated electron and hole transfer integrals and Coulombic couplings (cm 1).
N = N -Phenyl PDI, T = tetraphenyl PDI. Tetraphenyl PDI parameters are labeled as
intradimeric and interdimeric due to the dimerized crystal structure.
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4.3 400 400 0 1230
Inter 585 220
Table 2.2: Optimized parameters for computing absorption and photoluminescence spectra.
N = N -Phenyl PDI, T = tetraphenyl PDI. Tetraphenyl PDI parameters are labeled as
intradimeric and interdimeric due to the dimerized crystal structure.
absorption and PL spectra we obtain the parameters in Table 2.2. Indeed, when including the
fitted screening constant and an explicit treatment of CT states, the lowest energy exciton
band in Fig. 2.6 (red) maintains a negative curvature about k = 0 and places the k = 0
exciton at the top of the band, in true H aggregate fashion. The same remains true when
vibronic coupling is included (black). The strong agreement of the theoretical and measured
temperature-dependent PL spectra in Fig. 2.5(b), along with the qualitative agreement in
the absorption spectra in Fig. 2.5(a), gives us confidence that our hybrid Hj aggregate model
explains the photophysical behavior of N -phenyl PDI.
2.2.2.2 Tetraphenyl PDI: hJ/null aggregate
In Fig. 2.5(e) we see temperature-dependent PL behavior for tetraphenyl PDI that contrasts
sharply with that of N -phenyl PDI in Fig. 2.5(b). Not only is there negligible temperature-
dependence, but also the aggregate 0 ! 1 peak has roughly half the height of the monomer
0 ! 1 peak; this suppression of the 0 ! 1 peak is a J-like behavior. Again, this vibronic
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Figure 2.6: Band structures for N -phenyl PDI (left) and tetraphenyl PDI (right) calculated
with the Frenkel-CT/Holstein model within the TPA. Red points are calculated without
vibronic coupling and black points represent the lowest band calculated with vibronic cou-
pling.
signature gives us insight into the band structure and couplings in the tetraphenyl PDI
aggregate.
The temperature independence informs us that the emitting band must be roughly flat,
as thermal activation does little to change the thermal distribution of emitting states. As
for explaining the halved height of the 0 ! 1 peak in moving from the monomer to the
aggregate, we appeal to the crystal structure of tetraphenyl PDI. Unlike in N -phenyl PDI
where the crystal structure consists of many ⇡-stacked nanopillars with one molecule per unit
cell, tetraphenyl PDI contains ⇡-stacks where alternating molecules pucker in alternating
directions, such that there are two molecules per unit cell, i.e. the crystal structure is
dimeric. Consider a crystal of noninteracting J-coupled dimers. According to Eq. (2.51),
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the peak ratio should be
I0!0k=0
I0!1k=0
= O (2) . (2.54)
Therefore, the factor of two suppression of the 0 ! 1 peak between the tetraphenyl PDI
monomer and aggregate suggests the aggregate is comprised of weakly interacting dimers.
Upon tuning parameters for best fit against the measurements, we obtain the values in Table
2.2. Indeed, upon including vibronic coupling (black) the emergence of a virtually flat lowest
band which contains a bright k = 0 state is consistent with the notion that the tetraphenyl
PDI aggregate is a crystal of dimers with weak interdimeric coupling and strong J-promoting
intradimeric coupling. The weak interdimeric coupling that gives tetraphenyl PDI its null-
aggregate characteristic is due to the near perfect destructive interference of the short-range
and Coulombic couplings between dimers, as well as further band flattening due to vibronic
coupling. The strong intradimeric coupling is due to the dominance of J-promoting short-
range coupling that completely overpowers the weaker H-promoting Coulombic coupling
within dimers. In this sense tetraphenyl PDI is also an hJ aggregate. Again, the agreement
with experiment supports the validity of our hybrid hJ aggregate model.
2.3 Diffusion: dynamical interference in hybrid aggre-
gates2
In addition to understanding the photophysical properties of organic molecular aggregates,
it is also of fundamental importance to understand their transport dynamics. Having used in
2Based on work done in collaboration with Tong Zhu, Roel Tempelaar, and Libai Huang.
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2.2.2 the vibronic signatures present in PL and absorption spectra to fit parameters that we
are confident describe the couplings in our two PDI aggregates, we now describe transport
in this model.
2.3.1 Diffusion measurements with transient absorption microscopy
Transient absorption microscopy (TAM) techniques [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68] allow for the
direct measurement of exciton transport with spatial resolution. In a TAM experiment
one excites (pumps) the crystal with a narrow laser pulse with a diameter on the order of
several hundred nanometers. After a delay time t and at a slight lateral displacement x from
the center of the pump pulse, one uses a probe pulse tuned to the ground state bleach or
excited state absorption frequencies to measure the local exciton density. In this way one
can map out the exciton density ⇢ (x, t) experimentally by scanning over pump-probe delays
and displacements. TAM results for an exciton wave packet diffusing in N-phenyl PDI are
exemplified in Fig. 2.7.
Assuming a timescale such that transient coherences have died out, the dynamics ap-
proximately evolve according to the diffusion equation
@
@t
⇢ (x, t) = Dr2⇢ (x, t) . (2.55)
Considering ⇢ (x, t) along the broadest cross section of the wave packet, and fitting this
density profile to a Gaussian Ae (x x0)2/2h x(t)2i centered about the wave packet center, one
can then extract the diffusion constant from the width of the Gaussian distribution:
h( x)2i = 2Dt. (2.56)
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Figure 2.7: Time-dependent exciton density ⇢ (x, t) in N -phenyl PDI measured by TAM.
Pump pulse is 540 nm at 1 µW ; probe pulse is 620 nm. TAM data was measured by Tong
Zhu and Libai Huang at Purdue University.
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D = 12.4 cm2/s


















D = 2.4 cm2/s
Figure 2.8: Time-dependent spread of an exciton wave packet measured by TAM. Left panel
is N -phenyl PDI with a 540 nm pump at 200 nW , with a 620 nm probe. Right panel is
tetraphenyl PDI with a 550 nm pump at 50 nW , with a 680 nm probe. Data was measured
by Tong Zhu and Libai Huang at Purdue University.
In Fig. 2.8 we plot the variance vs. time of a spreading wave packet of excitons measured
using TAM. Over long times the dynamics are nontrivial. Tetraphenyl PDI shows an abrupt
transition at around 50 ps that leaves the exciton essentially trapped. Likewise in N -phenyl
PDI a transition to a slower diffusion regime occurs at around 10 ps. Given the simplified
level of modeling that we will use here, we leave for later work a characterization of these
diffusion constant transitions that may involve complicated relaxation processes. Instead,
in the following sections we focus on the problem of explaining the 5-fold difference in the
earliest measurable diffusion constants in the two PDIs, each marked by a linear fit (red) in
Fig. 2.8.
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2.3.2 Model for diffusion
We now build a model to describe the diffusion constants for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI.
The wave packet of a free quantum particle spreads according to
h( x)2i = v2t2, (2.57)
where v is the root-mean-squared velocity. The same is true for the early time dynamics of
a spreading particle interacting with a disordered potential or bath of thermally distributed
classical harmonic oscillators or phonons before the interactions decohere the carrier dy-
namics. This early time behavior is known as ballistic dynamics, and is exemplified by the
linearly spreading, bifurcated wave packet in Fig. 2.9. The linear spread is well described
by Eq. (2.57).
At longer times, decoherence damps the off-diagonal elements of the reduced density
matrix   (x, x0) and prompts the onset of diffusive transport, characterized by Eq. (2.56).
The transition between ballistic and diffusive transport in a semiclassical Su-Schrieffer-Heeger
model is exemplified in Fig. 2.10, where the crossover occurs at ⇠ 3000 fs [70].
In order to explain the differing diffusion constants in N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI,
we would like to calculate the diffusion constants from theory. However, modeling diffusion
in PDIs presents a challenge. Mixed quantum-classical approaches break down for PDIs,
where the vibrational frequency of 1400 cm 1 is considerably higher than room temperature
(kBT = 207 cm 1) so that quantum vibrational effects are important. Numerical integration
of the dynamics where one explicitly simulates a spreading wave packet using HEOM [60,
69], exact diagonalization, or even the multiparticle approximation is limited by the cost;
one must use a large enough model that the dynamics reaches the long time diffusive regime
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Figure 2.9: Ballistic spread of a Holstein wave packet calculated using the reduced hierar-
chical equations of motion. Reproduced from Fig. 1a of Chen et al [69], using a modified
version of Parallel Hierarchy Integrator (PHI) [58].
before the wave packet hits the boundaries. One route to the diffusion constant may be
through the Green-Kubo formula from linear response theory [71, 72], perhaps with the
additional inclusion of low frequency bath modes to better describe the long-time decoherence
process [73]. Here we opt for a simpler ad hoc approach, whereby we extract the relative
diffusion constants of the two PDIs from the early time ballistic dynamics.
According to Fick’s laws of diffusion,
D / vl, (2.58)
where D is the diffusion constant, v is the average velocity, and l is the mean free path
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Figure 2.10: h( x)2i for a semiclassical Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model calculated using the
Ehrenfest method. Taken from Fig. 1a of Wang et al [70].
[74]. Since exciton dynamics in PDIs measured with TAM are well described by diffusive
transport (2.56), we can phenomenologically consider the dynamics to be a classical diffusion





















It now remains to characterize the average velocities of the two PDIs. For this purpose we
propagate the one-particle state with initial condition




, ⌫̃ = 0
 
(2.61)
via numerical diagonalization and exponentiation of the Frenkel-CT/Holstein Hamiltonian,
| (t)i = e iHt| (t = 0)i. (2.62)
Here H is represented within the TPA. The mean squared displacement may then be com-
puted as
h( x (t))2i = h (t) |x2| (t)i   h (t) |x| (t)i2, (2.63)








h( x (t))2i grows roughly linearly in time during our early time ballistic simulations,
v can be fit with a constant value. Once the average velocities are determined from our
ballistic calculations, we can compare them to obtain relative diffusion constants.
We note that by choosing the delta-function initial condition in Eq. (2.61), we are fixing
a particular distribution of velocities over the exciton bands. In the spirit of performing
an approximate, ad hoc calculation, here we ignore the question of whether other initial
conditions may better describe the ratio of average velocities in Eq. (2.60).
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2.3.3 Results
2.3.3.1 Relative diffusion constants
Upon propagating the dynamics in Eq. (2.62) for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI, we can
perform a linear fit of the root mean square displacements in Fig. 2.11, which give us a










Given the number of approximations we made in deriving this ratio, the result is not too far








In both the measurements and the theoretical estimates, transport is suppressed in tetraphenyl
PDI relative to N -phenyl PDI. The slow transport is evident from the flat bands in Fig. 2.6;
destructive interference of the interdimer short-range and Coulombic couplings in tetraphenyl
PDI is responsible for a reduced interdimer exciton transfer rate that manifests in a small
bandwidth, velocity, and diffusion constant.
2.3.3.2 Dimeric oscillations
In addition to causing slow transport in tetraphenyl PDI, the asymmetry in interdimer and
intradimer couplings can also cause fast intradimeric population exchange. This can be seen
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Linear approximation to N-Phenyl PDI dynamics
Linear approximation to Tetraphenyl PDI dynamics
Figure 2.11: Linear fits of
q
h( x (t))2i for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI calculated using
the TPA with open boundary conditions.
by starting the exciton on the boundary of the model in the state
    n = 0, ⌫̃ = 0
 
(2.66)
and employing open boundary conditions, such that manifest asymmetry exists between dis-
placements by an odd or even number of sites from site 0. These fast intradimeric dynamics
are then evidenced by oscillations in the root mean square displacement, as shown in Fig.
2.12(b). We can understand these fast oscillations better by examining the couplings as
well as the oscillation frequency. Using the superexchange approximation, the intradimer
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h( x (t))2i for N -phenyl and tetraphenyl PDI calculated using the TPA with
initial condition




Jintra =  2174 cm
 1, (2.67)
while the interdimer exciton coupling is
Jinter =  262 cm
 1. (2.68)
While the small value of Jinter is the limiting factor controlling the average velocity, the







     = 0.015 ps,
which agrees fairly well with the half oscillation period in Fig. 2.12(b) of ⇠ 0.021 ps. Thus we
see that the interplay between the J-promoting short-range couplings and the H-promoting
Coulombic couplings prompts novel hybrid behavior in tetraphenyl PDI where destructive
interference not only hinders transport, but also allows for the possibility of dimeric energy
oscillations.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we saw how complicated photophysical and dynamical behavior arises in
PDI aggregates from the interactions between electrons, phonons, and light. Using a coarse-
grained model that incorporates coupled Frenkel and CT states as well as local Holstein-like
deformation, we were able to explain nontrivial experimental observations. N -phenyl PDI
was shown to be a Hj aggregate dominated by strong Coulombic coupling. Furthermore,
tetraphenyl PDI was shown to behave as a system of decoupled hJ dimers due to destructive
interference between the short-range and Coulombic couplings. Both of these conclusions
were evident from a theoretical untangling of the absorption and PL spectra which was
heavily dependent on the vibronic signatures. Upon further investigation of the imprint of
competing Coulombic and short-range couplings on transport dynamics, it was found that the
same interference that renders the tetraphenyl PDI PL spectrum temperature-independent is
also responsible for slowing diffusion. Thus, with the Frenkel-CT/Holstein approach we are
well on our way to a holistic picture of experimental observations in these PDI aggregates. It
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will be interesting to see in future work how such a model may account for other phenomena
affected by aggregation, such as singlet fission or exciton-exciton annihilation.
Organic molecular aggregates host a rich playground of emergent photophysical and dy-
namical effects. With several simultaneous mechanisms available for controlling the exciton
band structure, including competing intermolecular charge and energy transfer as well as vi-
bronic mass renormalization, there exists a myriad of options for molecular engineering. Such
options include varying not only the core photophysical components of the dye molecules, but
also their crystal structure through tuning of molecular subsitutions and pressure-induced
perturbations. Having explored how two PDIs with quite similar monomeric properties can
straddle a null point and exhibit vastly different properties, it is enticing to search for more
null or near-null aggregates as a starting point for molecular aggregate design.
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Finite temperature Green’s function for
the Holstein model via the cumulant
expansion
3.1 Introduction
Electron-phonon interactions (EPI) are of fundamental importance for describing dynam-
ics in condensed phase systems. Such many-body effects underlie phenomena including the
standard BCS theory of superconductivity [75], the crossover from ballistic to diffusive trans-
port [70], the onset of Ohmic dynamics [3, 76], damping of quantum correlation functions
[77], and vibronic satellite structure in emission and absorption spectra [24, 25]. Theoretical
attempts to study EPI have been mostly limited to the use of vibronic models, with first
principles approaches having only appeared quite recently [78–83]. While standard vibronic
models including the Holstein [4, 5], Frohlich [2], and Su-Schrieffer-Heeger [7] models were
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first proposed in the mid-20th century, full dynamical solutions to these models are still
largely out of reach.
A plethora of methods exists for extracting partial solutions to vibronic models. Exact
ground state and low-lying excited state properties for the Holstein model are attainable
through diagonalization in a variational Hilbert space (VD) [84–86]. Furthermore, the one-
particle Green’s function G(k, t) which encodes the quasiparticle dynamics, as well as the
associated spectral function A (k,!) which can be inferred from angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy [87, 88], has been studied at zero-temperature using exact diagonaliza-
tion [89–93], cluster perturbation theory [94], a variational approach [95], the momentum-
averaged approximation (MA) [96, 97], and diagrammatic quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC)
[98]. The frontier of finite-temperature dynamical calculations, however, remains much less
explored. The increased occupation of higher-lying phonon states at nonzero temperatures
makes Hilbert space methods harder to converge. Only recently has A (k,!) been reported
at finite temperature for the Holstein model using VD on a 6-site system [99]. DQMC has
provided the temperature dependent mobility for the Holstein model [76]; however this ap-
proach is restricted by an ill-posed analytic continuation procedure. Thus, exact calculations
of G (k, t) in the thermodynamic limit for the finite temperature Holstein model have yet
to be fully presented, and inexpensive accurate approximate calculations are very much in
demand.
Finite-temperature Frohlich dynamics have received more attention. Feynman’s work
focused on studying the thermal transport of the Frohlich polaron via double path integral
techniques with an effective harmonic action [100, 101]. Recent DQMC calculations of the
Frohlich optical conductivity have been accomplished with minimal analytical continuation
error in the intermediate temperature regime where the Boltzmann equation does not apply
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and the quasiparticle picture breaks down [102]. Furthermore, the utility of the cumulant
expansion (CE) for approximate calculations of G (k, t) at finite temperature [103] has been
known for years but never systematically explored. Moving beyond model systems, the CE
was recently combined with density functional perturbation theory to calculate the finite
temperature photoemission spectra of MgO, LiF [81], and TiO2 [80].
Given the desire to obtain finite-temperature Holstein dynamics, in this chapter we adapt
the CE as proposed by Dunn in the Frohlich model for insulators [103]. It turns out that by
studying an insulator we can easily extend the treatment to finite-temperature and infinite
system size. A similar expansion was also used in conjuction with the Matsubara formalism
by Gunnarsson et al for describing zero-temperature metallic dynamics in a half-filled Hol-
stein model [104]. The Holstein model G (k, t) is useful not only for describing the quasipar-
ticle spectrum and effective mass, but also as a step for developing real-time approaches for
computing polaron transport coefficients which are formally related to two-particle Green’s
functions [3].
In this chapter we will detail and explore the CE calculation of the finite-temperature
G (k, t) in the Holstein model. In Section 3.2 we will introduce the model, as well as the defi-
nition of G (k, t), and the framework of the CE. Then in Section 3.3 we will introduce several
methods for comparison: VD which provides a high quality benchmark for our CE calcula-
tions for small systems, hierarchical equations of motion which provide an exact benchmark
at early times, and an approximate truncated basis technique that will be used to study
finite size effects. In Section 3.4.1 we will embark on an analysis of the CE via application to
a 6-site Holstein model. We will start by comparing the CE against VD. In Sections 3.4.1.1
and 3.4.1.2 we will continue by comparing against exact HEOM results to analyze the short-
time convergence of the CE as well as the limitations of the CE in capturing fine spectral
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structure. In Section 3.4.1.3 we will argue that the fine structure which the CE misses is
likely a finite-size effect, such that CE is more accurate for large systems. In Section 3.4.1.4
we will demonstrate how the CE breaks down at long times at fourth-order in some cases.
In Section 3.4.2 we will move on to discuss results for the spectral function of an infinite
system. Finally, in Section 3.5 we will conclude and discuss future directions.
3.2 Theory
3.2.1 Holstein model
In this chapter we study the one-dimensional Holstein model with Einstein phonons and
periodic boundary conditions [3–5]. The Holstein model is defined by a system-bath Hamil-
tonian
H = He +Hp + V, (3.1)















"k =  2J cos k, (3.3)

































accounts for EPI which are linear in the bath coordinates. The Holstein model was intro-
duced to extend the conventional continuum treatment of polarons [2, 105] to account for
deformation of a discrete lattice [4, 5]. It reflects the decoupled nature of sites in a molecular
crystal by including only local electron-phonon coupling under the assumption of Einstein
phonons. The Holstein model further isolates the effects of intermolecular relaxation by
ignoring Peierls-like coupling [6, 7, 9, 10]. For an excellent review that discusses the relation
between the Holstein model and the Fröhlich model, see the work of Devreese and Alexandrov
[106]. For practical applications, the Holstein model describes the dynamics of photoexcited
charged excitations when the electron-hole binding energy is negligible. Furthermore, the
Holstein model has also seen great success in modeling Frenkel exciton dynamics in organic
molecular crystals [25, 26, 107]. In fact, coupled Holstein models may be used to study
hybrid electronic/excitonic dynamics in Frenkel/charge-transfer vibronic models [24, 40], as
was discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
3.2.2 One-particle Green’s function
In this chapter we present an approximate calculation of the one-particle Green’s function
[3, 108],
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As in Dunn’s calculation [103] we study a perfect insulator where µ ⌧  2|J |. As a result,
the trace over the many-electron Fock space in (3.6) is replaced by a trace over zero-electron
states [3, 103], and








⌘  i⇥ (t) hak(t)a
†
k(0)i. (3.7)
The Green’s function describes the dynamics of one-quasiparticle excitations as described in
Section 3.2.1. For isolating the effects of the interactions, we will also consider the quantity





G0 (k, t) =  i⇥ (t) he
iHetake
 iHeta†ki. (3.9)







dtei!tG (k, t) exp (  t)
 
, (3.10)
which encodes the spectral weight of quasiparticle excitations. Here   is a broadening con-
stant that enables us to plot spectral functions containing otherwise infinitely sharp peaks
and also obviates the need for expensive long-time benchmark simulations. The spectral
























where Z is the partition function, | 0ni, | ji are zero-electron and one-electron eigenstates,
and "0n, "j are the corresponding eigenenergies. This representation will be used for calculat-
ing A (k,!) via VD. In this chapter we will show results for the zero-momentum functions,
which are denoted by omission of the momentum argument, i.e.
G (t) ⌘ G (k = 0, t) , (3.12)
  (t) ⌘   (k = 0, t) , (3.13)
A (!) ⌘ A (k = 0,!) . (3.14)
G (k, t) is of substantial interest due to its relation to the photocurrent measured in
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy [87, 88],
I (k,!) = I0 (k, ⌫,A)nF (!)A (k,!) ,
where nF (!) is the Fermi-Dirac occupation function and I0 (k, ⌫,A) depends on the energy
and polarization of the incident photon as well as matrix elements for the interaction between
the electron and electromagnetic field. Furthermore, G (k, t) is of theoretical interest since
it provides a testbed for numerical methods to be applied subsequently to more advanced
correlation functions [98, 102]. Various perturbative approaches have also been tailored for
calculating G (k, t) throughout the development of quantum field theory [3, 108].
3.2.3 Cumulant expansion for G (k, t)
Consider the difference between expansions of the moment generating function (MGF) and
the cumulant generating function (CGF). For a Gaussian random variable X, an expansion
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of the MGF truncated at second order will only approximately describe the MGF,








However, the CGF is exactly described by a second-order expansion,







By taking the logarithm of the Gaussian MGF before expanding, one effectively resums all
higher order terms in the MGF. Therefore, for nearly Gaussian random variables a pertur-
bative expansion of the CGF is expected to be more accurate than that of MGF.
This “cumulant expansion” is readily adaptable for perturbative thermodynamics and
quantum dynamics calculations, where, like the MGF, both the Boltzmann factor and the
propagator are exponential functions to be averaged, albeit in time-ordered form. Analogous
to a MGF, the one-particle Green’s function










G0 (k, t) =  i⇥(t)e
 i"kt (3.18)










powers of the coupling constant g. Here the k subscript denotes the average over all one-
electron states with electronic momentum k, the T subscript denotes time-ordering, and the
hat designates V̂ (⌧) as an operator in the interaction picture.
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The Mth order cumulant (linked cluster) expansion for G (k, t) is






and likewise AM (k,!) is calculated via the Fourier transform of GM (k, t). The procedure
for constructing the cumulants Cµ (k, t) from the moments Mµ (k, t) is detailed in section 7.1
of Mahan’s book [3]. The result for the Holstein model, where V either emits or absorbs a
single phonon is
C1 = 0 (3.20)
C2 = e
i"ktM2 (3.21)
























Here T {. . . } is the time-ordering operator. Throughout this chapter GM (k, t), AM (k, t),
and  M (k, t) are the approximate Mth order CE analogs for their exact counterparts.
Calculation of the second-order and fourth-order CE for the Holstein model requires
computing M2 and M4. These moments will depend on "k and the form of the EPI vertex,
which is a momentum-independent constant for the Holstein model. Expressions for M2 and
M4 that evaluate the time integrals and leave the momentum sums explicit are given in the
Appendix.
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3.2.4 Convergence of cumulant expansion
Let us now examine how the CE converges for the Holstein model as a function of temperature
and EPI strength. Following the definition of the CE in Eq. (3.19), the expansion breaks
down when high order cumulants Cµ are not small. Therefore we examine the magnitude
Cµ.
At low temperatures the phonon occupation numbers N0 vanish, such that the expressions
in the Appendix give
Cn ⇠ g
n. (3.25)
The high temperature limit is slightly more subtle. Before performing the time integrations














































Thus, we see from these two limits that the CE for time domain results breaks down at








According to Dunn [103], the CE should also give a reasonable description of A (k,!) at
high enough temperatures and strong enough coupling such that
↵N0 & 1, (3.31)
and/or
↵ (N0 + 1) & 2. (3.32)
In this regime the long time behavior of G (k, t) is quickly damped out and A (k,!) is
broadened to a high enough degree to wash out spectral features. We shall see evidence of
these behaviors in the following sections.
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3.3 Benchmark methods
3.3.1 Variational Hilbert space with the finite temperature Lanczos
method
For a high quality benchmark of A (k,!) we will compare against recently published work
[99] that employs diagonalization within a variational Hilbert space (VHS), coupled with the
finite temperature Lanczos method (FTLM). We refer to the combined strategy as variational
diagonalization (VD).
The VHS [84] is constructed in a one-electron real space basis
|n, ⌫0, . . . , ⌫Ni1 (3.33)
where n denotes the position of the electron and ⌫i denotes the number of phonons at site
i. Starting with a single electron state c†k|0i with no phonons, one repetitively multiplies by
He + V a total of Nh times. At each step any new basis states (3.33) that are contained in
the resulting state but not present in the VHS are incorporated into the VHS. Finally, all
spatial translations of the basis states within the periodic system of size L are also included
in the VHS. In this way one obtains an efficient subset of the full vibrational Hilbert space
for describing dynamics. Such an approach was originally used for infinite Holstein lattices
to achieve numerically exact ground state and high quality low-lying excited state properties
[85].
Within the VHS one then uses the FTLM [109, 110] to further increase the efficiency of
computing A (k,!). First, one constructs a zero-electron VHS by taking the one-electron
VHS and removing the electron from every basis state (redundant zero-electron states are
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only counted once). Second, one uses the Lehmann representation for A (k,!) and replaces
the thermal trace over the full VHS with a sum over random states |ri. Finally the one-
electron eigenstates and eigenvalues | ji and "j are replaced by their Gram-Schmidt or-
thonormalized Lanczos counterparts | ̃rj i and "̃rj , where the Lanczos states are generated



























where R is the number of randomly selected states, N0 is the size of the zero-electron Hilbert
space, and M is the number of Lanczos iterations. For plotting purposes, the delta functions
are replaced with Lorentzian functions. In practice, the accuracy of VD is controlled through
the size of Nh, R, and M . Through clever Hilbert space restriction, sampling of the thermal
trace, and Lanczos diagonalization, it is thus possible to achieve greater efficiency compared
to standard exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian.
3.3.2 Hierarchical equations of motion
For an exact benchmark of G (k, t) at early times we will use the hierarchical equations of mo-
tion (HEOM) method [53–56, 60, 69, 111, 112]. First popularized for solving vibronic models
with continuous bath spectral densities [53–56, 111], HEOM has recently been adapted to
solve discrete bath models such as the Holstein and SSH models [60, 69, 112]. While we have
recently shown that the finite truncation of HEOM leads to long-time instability [60] (see
Chapter 4), for the present application the converged short and intermediate time behavior
is sufficient to provide benchmarks for G (t) and A (!).
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To compute G (k, t) with HEOM we rewrite












⇢vac = |0ih0| =
2
66666664
1 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0




is the pure-state electronic density matrix representing the zero-electron vacuum, written in
a basis of zero-electron and one-electron states. The S and B subscripts denote partial traces
over the electron and phonon subspaces, respectively. One-electron states are described in







0 0 . . . 0
e ik 0 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0










0 eik . . . eik(N 1)
0 0 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0




Thus, to calculate G (k, t) we initialize a hierarchy of auxiliary density matrices, each of
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dimension (N + 1) ⇥ (N + 1). All matrices ⇢m1±,...,mN±(t = 0) are set to zero except for
⇢0,..,0(t = 0) = a
†
k⇢vac. (3.39)






















L = [Ĥe, ...], (3.41)
and




















Finally, we compute the Green’s function as
G(k, t) =  i⇥ (t)Tr [ak⇢0,..,0(t)] . (3.45)
Converging with respect to the hierarchy depth L, we obtain the exact G (k, t) for the Holstein
model.
3.3.3 K-phonon approximation
For analyzing finite-size effects in a cheap, approximate way, we will also compute G (k, t)
via numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian within a truncated basis. Toward this end
we introduce the momentum-space basis kets
|⌫0, . . . , ⌫Ni0, (3.46)
and
|k, ⌫0, . . . , ⌫Ni1, (3.47)
which represent states with zero and one electron, respectively. The electronic quantum
number k indicates the momentum of the electron. The vibrational quantum numbers ⌫i
denote the number of vibrational quanta in each normal mode, such that
b†q|0, . . . , ⌫q, . . . , 0i0 =
p
⌫q + 1|0, . . . , ⌫q + 1, . . . , 0i0, (3.48)
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b†q|k, 0, . . . , ⌫q, . . . , 0i1 =
p
⌫q + 1|k, 0, . . . , ⌫q + 1, . . . , 0i1. (3.49)
We work within a truncated K phonon basis such that
NX
q=1
⌫q  K. (3.50)
Using this basis to represent the Hamiltonian, we can then compute the matrix exponential
necessary to determine G (k, t) by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. We will refer
to this approach as the “K phonon approximation”.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Spectral function for a finite-size Holstein model
Recently, Bonca et al published a first attempt to calculate the temperature-dependent
spectral function for a many-site Holstein model [99]. They used VD as outlined in 3.3.1. Due
to the expense of this high accuracy method, the finite-temperature VD approach is currently
limited to small system sizes; in [99] results for 6 and 12 sites are reported. Therefore, to
judge the accuracy of the CE and compare against [99], we now consider the spectral function
for a 6-site Holstein model. In Fig. 3.1 we plot A2 (!) along with data from [99]. While the
CE overestimates the spectral weight of several of the higher-energy vibronic peaks and also
misses several additional peaks that are distinct from the vibronic progression, with the CE
we capture most of the main features, including the temperature-dependent broadening and
the first vibronic satellite peak at lower temperatures.
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Figure 3.1: Spectral functions A (!) for the 6-site Holstein model calculated via the second-
order CE and VD. T = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 (bottom to top). Model parameters: !0 =
J = g = 1. We use   = 0.05. VD results are taken from Fig. 1 of Bonca et al [99].
At high temperatures we can also calculate A4 (!) which we show in Fig. 3.2. It seems
that the fourth-order CE captures the vibronic peaks somewhat better than the second-order
CE. Several questions arise from this comparison, namely: (1) Does the fourth-order result
improve upon second-order? (2) Is the fine structure that is present in the VD result and
absent in the cumulant result physical? (3) Why can we not compute fourth-order CE results
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at low temperatures? All of these questions will be addressed in the following sections.






























Figure 3.2: Spectral functions A (!) for the 6-site Holstein model calculated via the second-
and fourth-order CE and VD. T = 1.0, 1.4 (bottom to top). Model parameters: !0 = J =
g = 1. We use   = 0.05. VD results are taken from Fig. 1 of Bonca et al [99].
3.4.1.1 Convergence of the cumulant expansion: short-time behavior
Although time-dependent perturbation theory is not formally an expansion in t, for many
quantum models an increase in the order of perturbation theory corresponds to an increase
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Figure 3.3: Short-time comparison of  2 (t) and  4 (t) with  1 (t). Model parameters:
!0 = J = 1. a) g = 0.25, T = 0. b) g = 1, T = 0. c) g = 0.25, T = 1. d) g = 1, T = 1.
HEOM calculations are performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and pyrho [113].
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in the latest time when results may be considered converged. Our CE results for the Holstein
model display this favorable behavior. In Fig. 3.3 we consider the approximate CE results
 2 (t) and  4 (t) alongside the exact HEOM results  1 (t). We display two temperatures
and two EPI strengths. tM is the earliest time when |GM (t)   G1 (t) | > 0.0005. Notice
that in all cases, t4 > t2 such that fourth-order CE improves upon second-order CE. One
can also see this behavior visually as in all cases the second-order CE result diverges from
the exact result sooner than the fourth-order CE result does. This behavior suggests that
at high orders we should expect the CE to converge upon the exact dynamics. Also notice
how the divergence times t2 and t4 depend on T and g. Consistent with our discussion in
3.2.4, divergence from the exact result occurs sooner when either T or g are increased. The
short-time convergence properties of the CE in Fig. 3.3 are therefore fully anticipated.
3.4.1.2 Damping out of fine structure: long-time behavior
We now examine the ability of the CE to capture fine spectral structure and long time
physical behavior. In Fig. 3.1, we saw how at low temperatures the CE captures the main
polaron peak and the first vibronic satellite quite well. However, at higher temperatures
the VD results show fine structure emerging about the main polaron peak, which the CE
misses. To deem that this high temperature fine structure is indeed physical we compare
again against HEOM at weak coupling in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The second-order and fourth-
order CE results are quite similar; both of them show a polaron peak with no fine structure in
Fig. 3.5, which corresponds to the monotonic decay of the envelope of the Green’s function
in Fig. 3.4. The HEOM result is qualitatively different. Notice the recurrence after t = 25
in Fig. 3.4. This recurrence which is absent for the second-order and fourth-order CE is
responsible for the fine structure in the exact spectral function in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of G2 (t) and G4 (t) with G1 (t). Model parameters: !0 = J = T =
1, g = 0.25. HEOM calculations are performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and
pyrho [113].
The failure of the cumulant expansion to reproduce the fine structure is a consequence of
the truncated perturbation theory. To see this we again examine < [  (t)] which controls the
magnitude of G (t). The recurrence of the HEOM result in Fig. 3.6 is caused by the regrowth
in < [ 1 (t)] after t = 25. While < [ 4 (t)] diverges from < [ 1 (t)] later than < [ 2 (t)], the
convergence of < [ 4 (t)] clearly does not persist long enough to capture the regrowth of
< [ 1 (t)] after t = 25. Presumably, the higher order CE should match the HEOM result
through t = 40 and thereby begin to capture the recurrence and subsequent recurrences.
While we cannot study the same strong couplings with HEOM that were used in Fig. 3.1,
it is evident that the exact spectral function should have fine structure about the polaron
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of A2 (!) and A4 (!) with A1 (!). Model parameters: !0 = J =
T = 1, g = 0.25. HEOM calculations are performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and
pyrho [113].
peak as is seen in our weak coupling results. Therefore, we should view CE as a cheap,
approximate method for describing the main spectral peaks, but not as an exact method for
resolving all of the fine structure.
3.4.1.3 Fine structure and finite-size effects
We now study the nature of the fine structure that was discussed in 3.4.1.2 and argue that this
fine structure is a finite size effect, such that the CE – which misses the fine structure – should
be best suited for infinite size systems. Using the K phonon approximation introduced
in 3.3.3, we can qualitatively reproduce the recurrences found in Fig. 3.4 at much lower
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of  2 (t) and  4 (t) with  1 (t). Model parameters: !0 = J = T = 1,
g = 0.25. HEOM calculations are performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and pyrho
[113].
computational cost. In Fig. 3.7 we show evidence that the recurrences in the 1 phonon
Green’s function converge to the exact recurrences in the complete basis set limit. Therefore,
we should be able to use the cheap, approximate 1 phonon method as a way to analyze the
recurrences.
With confidence that the one-phonon approximation qualitatively captures recurrences,
we now show how the one-phonon approximation results vary with system size. In Figs. 3.8
and 3.9 we show how the sharp recurrences and fine structure vanish with increased system
size. The sharpest fine structure for these system sizes actually appears for N = 6 due
to a prominent beating between eigenstates for the 6 site Holstein model. While the one-
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of recurrences in G (t) with respect to basis size. G (t) is calculated
within the K phonon approximation. Model parameters: !0 = J = T = 1, g = 0.25.
HEOM calculations are performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and pyrho [113].
phonon approach does not prove decisively that the fine structure disappears in the exact
large system results, if this is indeed the case then it is likely that the CE with its lack of
recurrences and fine structure is more accurate for large system sizes [114].
3.4.1.4 Divergences in the fourth-order cumulant expansion
While we have seen that the fourth-order CE improves upon the second-order CE at short
times and plausibly improves the spectral function at higher temperatures, it turns out that
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Figure 3.8: Disappearance of sharp beats in G (t) with growing system size. G (t) is calculated
within the one-phonon approximation. Model parameters: !0 = J = T = 1, g = 0.25.
for low temperatures and small systems, the fourth-order CE is poorly behaved at longer
times. In Fig. 3.10 we show < [ 4 (t)] as a function of temperature. Notice how between
T = 0.7 and T = 0.75 there is a sharp transition in behavior as the long time limit of
< [ 4 (t)] changes in sign. The root of this behavior can be uncovered by examining the
individual cumulant terms. We see in Fig. 3.11 that < [C2 (t)] is asymptotically negative at
all temperatures. However, in Fig. 3.11(b) we see the abrupt sign change in < [C4 (t)] that
is clearly responsible for the sharp transition.
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Figure 3.9: Disappearance of fine structure in A (!) with growing system size. A (!) is
calculated within the one-phonon approximation. Model parameters: !0 = J = T = 1,
g = 0.25.
If we examine the form of C4 more closely we can conceptualize how the abrupt sign
change in < [C4 (t)] occurs. Taking note of Eq. (3.56), we find terms weighted by (N0 + 1)2,
N0 (N0 + 1), and N20 . Evidently at low T , positive divergent terms weighted by (N0 + 1)
2
dominate, while at high T , negative divergent terms weighted by (N0 + 1)2 and/or N0 (N0 + 1)
dominate. The sharp transition occurs at the temperature where the negative divergent terms
outweight the positive divergent terms. Let’s also explore the nature of these divergent terms.
We see in (3.59) that T3 (a, b; t) (see the 3.5) contains the divergent term
i↵tei t, (3.51)
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where ↵,   2 R. Divergent terms of the form
i↵tnei t, (3.52)
where n 2 N, are also present in some isolated terms in the double momentum sum in (3.56)
due to the necessary application of L’Hopital’s rule in Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59). The oscillating
polynomials described here are responsible for the divergence of the fourth-order CE. It is
worth noting that divergent terms of the form in Eq. (3.51) were also found by Gunnarsson
et al in their zero-temperature CE study and determined to give rise to double poles and
problematic negative spectral weight; however, they did not report a divergent G (k, t).
Practically, we see that while the fourth-order CE is at least well-behaved at higher
temperatures, at temperatures below the transition temperature G (t) becomes nonsensical at
long times when the fourth cumulant is included for finite systems. Even at zero temperature,
although the windowed time-average of < [ 4 (t)] is not divergent, the growing oscillations
by themselves lead to an unphysical G (t) unless severe damping is used that outpaces the
growing envelope. For stronger couplings such as g = 1, the fourth-order CE is completely
unphysical at low T due to a rapidly growing divergence.
It is also worth noting how the low T divergence disappears in the infinite system limit.
We find that up to a time that depends linearly on the system size, the Green’s function
matches the Green’s function of an infinite system. After this time, the divergence appears
rather abruptly and corrupts the subsequent dynamics. Apparently as the system size is
increased, thereby refining the mesh over which the momentum sum in (3.56) is evaluated,
cancellation between different terms in the sum and/or suppression by 1/N2 of the aforemen-
tioned isolated divergent terms in the sum serves to delay the divergence. This convergence
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Figure 3.10: < [ 4 (t)] . Model parameters: !0 = J = 1, g = 0.25.
to the infinite system limit is exemplified in Fig. 3.12. Evidently, for infinite systems the
poorly-behaved oscillatory behavior is pushed back to t = 1, which explains why the results
shown below in 3.4.2 are well-behaved at all temperatures.
3.4.2 Spectral function of Holstein model in thermodynamic limit
Inspired by the possible suppression of physical fine structure and the elimination of poorly-
behaved spurious oscillations in the infinite-system limit, we now continue in the spirit of
Dunn’s infinite Frohlich continuum calculation [103] to treat the finite-temperature infinite
Holstein model using the CE. In Fig. 3.13 we show the temperature-dependent spectral
function. Notice how at low temperatures the cumulant expansion is nearly converged, i.e.
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Figure 3.11: < [C2 (t)] and < [C4 (t)]. Model parameters: !0 = J = 1, g = 0.25.
A2 (!) and A4 (!) are nearly identical. The only obvious problem at low temperatures is the
emergence of a small negative spectral weight at higher energy in A4 (!). While we are unable
to definitively isolate the cause of this negative spectral weight, symptoms like this were
seen in third-order CE calculations of the absorption spectrum for a generalized Brownian
oscillator model [115], as well as in the zero-temperature infinite system CE calculations by
Gunnarsson et al [104]. In the latter work, double poles containing negative spectral weight
were identified with the aforementioned divergent terms in the fourth cumulant of the form
i↵tei t. Therefore it is possible that some of the negative spectral weight in our low T ,
fourth-order CE calculation is caused by similar divergent terms which we have identified in
our own expressions. At any rate, for practical purposes we are not bothered by this negative
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Figure 3.12: < [ 4 (t)] . Model parameters: !0 = J = g = 1, T = 0.
spectral weight since it only exists at high energy and with small amplitude.
We also take interest in the temperature-dependent convergence properties of the CE for
an infinite system. Based on Fig. 3.13, it seems that the second- and fourth-order CE results
match best at high and low T . The low T convergence of the main features is supported by
the analysis in 3.2.4 which shows how the CE for the time-domain function G (k, t) breaks
down only at high T where the phonon occupation numbers N0 contribute to a growth in
the magnitude of the higher-order cumulants. Meanwhile at exceedingly high temperatures,
Dunn’s argument [103] tells us that although the long time behavior of G2 (k, t) and G4 (k, t)
may be horribly wrong as shown in 3.2.4, these functions will damp out so quickly that the
resulting extremely broad spectral functions may appear converged.
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Figure 3.13: Spectral functions A2 (!) and A4 (!) for the infinite-size Holstein model. T =
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 (bottom to top). Model parameters: !0 = J = g = 1. We use
  = 0.05.
This extreme damping is seen for T = 1.4 in Fig. 3.13, where although the centroids
of the main second- and fourth-order CE peaks are displaced, the broadening makes the
high T results appear converged. Such misleading convergence behavior was indeed seen also
for the 6-site system in 3.4.1.2. At intermediate temperatures such as T = 0.6, apparently
neither the low temperature real-time convergence regime of 3.2.4 nor the high temperature
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damping regime of Dunn are reached, such that the CE results in Fig. 3.13 display weakest
convergence at intermediate temperature, where a fairly sharp second-order CE polaron peak
is considerably shifted from a moderately sharp fourth-order CE polaron peak.
While A2 (!) depicts a shift of the polaron peak to lower energies, this seems to be an
artificial effect that is corrected in A4 (!) where the center of the polaron peak appears fixed
with respect to temperature. The approximation that distinguishes the second-order and
fourth-order results is [103]
" (k + q1 + q2) ⇡ " (k + q1) + " (k + q2)   " (k) . (3.53)
Since the second-order cumulant expansion overestimates the energy of multiphonon pro-
cesses, for example the consecutive emission of two phonons with q1 = q2 = ⇡, it is not
surprising that at higher temperatures we see an unphysical polaron shift. Furthermore,
we know that the perturbation expansion convergence breaks down at high temperature, so
the polaron shift may also be conceptualized as a breakdown of second-order perturbation
theory.
In addition to studying the positions of the peaks, it is important to note that for larger
T the peaks broaden as expected; in particular we see the discrete polaron peak broaden
into a continuum.
Since these results display qualitatively sensible features and appear to attain qualitative
convergence even at the challenging intermediate coupling regime shown in Figs. 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.13, we look forward to future comparisons when other methods surface that can handle
finite temperature and infinite system size.
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3.5 Conclusion
Evidently, the CE provides an efficient and reasonably accurate resummation for computing
G (t) for the Holstein model, even for intermediate coupling such that g ⇠ 1. At second-order,
and also at fourth-order when G (t) is not divergent, the spectral function is qualitatively and
even semiquantitatively correct for both finite- and infinite-size systems. In particular for a 6-
site system the results agree qualitatively with exact HEOM results and also with VD. Below
the critical temperature and beyond the critical time, the fourth-order CE is unphysically
divergent, and therefore low-temperature spectral functions may not be computed for a
finite Holstein model using the fourth-order CE. However, above the critical temperature,
extension to fourth-order seems to improve the spectral function. Future work that explores
the mathematical question of why fourth-order CE breaks down for finite systems would
be useful, especially in light of other works that find the CE problematic for small systems
[104, 114]. We are also interested in knowing decisively whether the fine structure in the
VD and HEOM results is a finite-size effect. In all cases studied, at short times G4 (t) is an
improvement over G2 (t).
While we did not previously discuss the computational cost associated with the CE, it
should be noted that the CE is quite cheap. The cost of computing the Mth cumulant is
simply a Md/2 dimensional sum or integral, where d is the number of spatial dimensions.
Thus, even the sixth-order cumulant should be tractable on a research group cluster. Ex-
act methods such as HEOM are significantly more expensive, especially for stronger EPI.
The CE, therefore, should be one of the first methods attempted when solutions to a fully
quantum vibronic model are desired for practical applications.
The success of CE in qualitatively describing the one-particle Green’s function of a fully
quantum vibronic model encourages us to further explore the use of CE in computing other
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quantities, such as the optical conductivity   (!) and mobility µ of carriers coupled to
phonons. Since G (k, t) can in fact be used as the basis for a calculation of µ, Dunn’s
work [103] and the work presented here on calculating one-particle Green’s functions are
important steps toward describing transport.
Appendix - Moments for the Holstein model
When we plug in the Holstein interaction, perform the time integrals, and remove several of
the internal momentum sums via conservation of momentum, we find the second moment is
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f(a, b, c) = i("k+a   "k+b + c), (3.60)
f±i = f (qi, 0,±!0) , (3.61)






For both M2 and M4, singular terms within the momentum sums are evaluated in a limiting
sense using L’Hopital’s rule.
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Removing instabilities in the hierarchical




A grand challenge in the physical sciences lies in modeling quantum dynamics in the con-
densed phase [45, 116–118]. Progress has often been made by using efficient approximate
approaches that invoke a “system-bath” separation and treat the bath classically [119, 120]
or the system-bath interactions perturbatively [121]. However, in systems where quantum
effects in the bath play a pronounced role and where no small coupling or energy parameter
may be identified, exact solutions to a fully quantum system-bath model are desired. One
of the most successful computational methods for calculating exact quantum dynamics is




provided by the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) [53, 55, 111, 122, 123]. First
derived by Tanimura and Kubo [111], HEOM is a reformulation of the Feynman-Vernon in-
fluence functional approach to quantum dissipative dynamics [53, 55, 69, 111, 112, 124–126],
and its solution yields the exact reduced dynamics of linearly coupled system-bath models.
HEOM has successfully addressed a variety of applications; yet, its scope is limited since the
original formulation of HEOM requires the bath to be represented by a continuous spectral
density. Such a constraint is often inappropriate for describing phenomena captured in ven-
erable models of quasi-particle dynamics in organic molecular crystals [25, 127–130], coupled
excitonic and vibrational motion in light harvesting complexes [131–134], and transport in
polar crystals with narrow phonon bandwidths [2, 100, 106, 135]. In these cases where dis-
crete bath modes play a significant role, efficient and exact methods for computing quantum
dynamics are desirable.
Motivated by the aforementioned computational challenges, several groups have recently
explored novel formulations of HEOM that treat a discrete spectral density [69, 112]. There
are several potential advantages in developing a “discrete-bath HEOM”. First, even in the
discrete-bath formulation, HEOM retains the benefit that the reduced equations automati-
cally include all possible bath excitations. As a result, HEOM eliminates the issue of basis-set
convergence present in techniques such as exact diagonalization and matrix product states,
and instead relies on convergence with respect to hierarchy depth (number of hierarchy lev-
els, see 4.2.2). Second, including discrete bath modes in HEOM serves to expand the ability
of this powerful methodology to tackle an important class of problems, with the added ben-
efit that several popular HEOM software packages such as Parallel Hierarchy Integrator [58]
(PHI ), pyrho [113], and potentially also GPU-HEOM [57] can be readily adapted for the
discrete-bath case.
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Figure 4.1: Time evolution of electron density for a 10-site periodic Holstein model with a
dispersive phonon band (as defined in eqs. 1-4 of Chen et al [69]) calculated via HEOM with
5 hierarchy levels. Pn(t) ⌘ ha†n(t)an(t)i. Model parameters: g = 0.1, !0 = 1, W = 0.5, J =
0.2, T = 0. This is an extension to longer times of the simulation performed in Fig. 1a of
Chen et al, which was originally run to time 12⇡/!0 [69]. Calculations were performed using
a modified version of PHI [58].
Nonetheless, existing formulations of discrete-bath HEOM are not without serious prob-
lems that we will explore and partially remedy in this work. Recently, Chen et al [69]
published discrete-bath HEOM simulations which converge with few hierarchy levels to the
exact reduced dynamics for a 10-site Holstein model. We find that upon extending the
time of these simulations, the dynamics are eventually plagued by the abrupt onset of an
exponential instability. This instability is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Unfortunately, increasing
the number of hierarchy levels does little to delay this instability to later times and comes
with a great computational cost. In the interest of honing HEOM to be a useful tool for
modeling the dynamics of discrete-bath models, in this work we explore such instabilities
and discuss approaches for removing them to facilitate longer-time simulations without the
need for a large hierarchy depth. We also show that similar instabilities exist in the original
“continuous-bath HEOM” at low temperatures. Our main finding, which is explicit in the
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discrete-bath case and plausible in the continuous-bath case, is that one can remove these
instabilities without altering the exact long-time dynamics.
In this work we proceed as follows. In 4.2 we introduce the condensed phase models
which we study, as well as the HEOM that describe their dynamics. In 4.3 we introduce
our spectral approach for studying the stability of HEOM and illustrate several stable and
unstable examples. In 4.4, we then apply our stability analysis to both discrete-bath and
continuous-bath HEOM at nonzero temperatures, providing a brief discussion of instabilities
in low-temperature continuous-bath HEOM that has only been alluded to [136] in the vast
HEOM literature. In 4.5 we discuss a diagonalization approach for exactly projecting out the
instabilities in discrete-bath HEOM. In 4.6 we present an iterative method for accomplishing
this projection that does not require the full diagonalization of the HEOM. Finally, in 4.7
we comment on some difficulties that may arise due to the nonnormality of HEOM.
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Model Hamiltonians
To demonstrate instabilities in HEOM we consider several standard system-bath models for
open quantum dynamics. Each of these models takes the form
Ĥ = Ĥs + Ĥb + Ĥsb, (4.1)
where Ĥs describes the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the reduced system, Ĥb describes
the DOFs of the phonon bath, and Ĥsb describes the coupling between the system and
bath DOFs. In this study, we will refer to the delta-function spin-boson model (DSB), the
Holstein model [4, 5], and the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [6, 7, 9, 10] as discrete-bath
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models. Likewise, we will refer to the continuous spin-boson model (CSB) as a continuous-
bath model. â and b̂ are electron and phonon annihilation operators, respectively. We work
in dimensionless units and set ~ = 1.
4.2.1.1 Spin-boson model
In this work, we consider a spin-boson model [117, 120] with no energy bias between sites.
















where !j is the frequency of the j-th bath mode. We consider two forms of this model. In
the DSB there is only one bath oscillator, such that Nb = 1, !j ⌘ !0, and bj ⌘ b. For the

























V̂ = â†0â0   â
†
1â1. (4.7)




c2j  (!   !j) , (4.8)







In practice, the spin-boson model may be used as a coarse-grained description for any sys-
tem that is well approximated by a two-level system coupled linearly to a harmonic bath.
Applications of the spin-boson model are enumerated by Weiss and include the description
of qubits, tunneling phenomena, and electron transfer processes [117].
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4.2.1.2 Holstein model
We also consider a one-dimensional Holstein model [3–5] with periodic boundary conditions.




â†n (ân+1 + ân 1) , (4.10)




















The Holstein model, termed a “molecular crystal model,” was introduced to extend the
conventional continuum treatment of polarons [2, 105] to account for the deformation of
a discrete lattice [4, 5]. It reflects the decoupled nature of sites in a molecular crystal by
including only local electron-phonon coupling under the assumption of Einstein phonons.
The Holstein model has the advantage that it can be used for a range of coupling strengths
to describe large and small polarons, alike [4, 5]. For an excellent review that discusses the
relation between the Holstein model and the Fröhlich model as well as the DSB, see Devreese
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and Alexandrov [106]. In addition to modeling electron dynamics, the Holstein model has
also seen great success in modeling Frenkel exciton dynamics in organic molecular crystals
[24–26, 107].
4.2.1.3 Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model (SSH)
As an alternative to the Holstein model, we also briefly consider the SSH model [7] with pe-
























The SSH model was originally proposed to describe solitons in polyacetylene [7], and has
also been employed to model charge transport in crystalline organic semiconductors [137].
The SSH coupling in Eq. (4.14) accounts for the modulation of electron-hopping rates based
on the variable nuclear distance between sites. When the SSH coupling (4.14) is combined
with the Holstein coupling in Eq. (4.12), the resulting model which includes both local
deformation and phonon-mediated hopping is known as the Holstein-Peierls model [138].
4.2.2 The hierarchical equations of motion
We now formally define HEOM, the exact quantum dynamics method of interest in this
work. HEOM consists of a set of coupled linear differential equations that govern the time
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evolution of a hierarchy of indexed matrices. At the root of the hierarchy lies the reduced
density matrix of the system,
 ̂(t) = ⇢̂0,..,0(t). (4.16)























L = [Ĥs, ...], (4.18)
and
 n = [V̂n, ...]. (4.19)
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⌥ {V̂n   V̂n 1, ...}
◆
. (4.21)
For the Holstein and SSH models, Nb = N . For the DSB, Nb = 1 and V̂n = V̂ . Throughout
this paper we define the inverse temperature   = (kBT ) 1 and work in units where kB = 1.






mn  = l. (4.22)
In this study we truncate this infinite hierarchy of coupled differential equations after L
hierarchy levels with a “time-nonlocal” closure [69, 112, 122], where we set







mn    L. (4.24)
In practice, solutions to (4.17) are to be converged with respect to the hierarchy depth L.
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The CSB is described by the following HEOM [53], which are similar in structure to Eq.























L = [Ĥs, ...], (4.26)








[V̂ , ...]   i{V̂ , ...}
◆
, (4.28)






[V̂ , ...], (4.29)






Eq. (4.25) incorporates an infinite Matsubara series, resulting from a high-temperature
expansion, that is closed via truncation after K Matsubara terms. Another popular closure
for the Matsubara series in HEOM was derived by Ishizaki and Tanimura [53]. The Ishizaki-
Tanimura closure approximately accounts for Matsubara terms with k > K (for sufficiently
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large K) by replacing rapidly decaying factors of ⌫ke ⌫kt with   (t); this closure also has
the added benefit of improved stability, although instabilities are still present. However,
in the interest of using a continuous-bath HEOM that closely resembles the discrete-bath
formulation in Eq. (4.17) we will not employ the Ishizaki-Tanimura closure in this work.
Here, the l-th hierarchy level consists of all matrices ⇢̂m0,...,mK (t) in Eq. (4.25) for which
KX
k=0
mk = l. (4.32)
Again, we use a time-nonlocal closure after L hierarchy levels [53, 122] such that




mk   L. (4.34)
In practice, solutions to Eq. (4.25) are to be converged with respect to the hierarchy depth
L, as well as the number of Matsubara terms K.
Alternate closures exist for Eqs. (4.17) and (4.25) besides those shown in Eqs. (4.24)
and (4.34). Continuous-bath HEOM studies regularly employ a closure that relies on the
exponential suppression of deeper hierarchy levels [53, 139]; we do not investigate this closure
here since it is not applicable to discrete-bath models. Furthermore, the time-local closure
[122, 140] is applicable for both discrete-bath HEOM and continuous-bath HEOM; however,
since it does not appear to suppress instabilities in discrete-bath HEOM and also is not
amenable to the spectral analysis in 4.3, we do not explore the time-local closure here.
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For the initial condition employed in this work, similar to many other studies, we set the
population of the first site ⇢000,...,0(t = 0) = 1, and all the other hierarchical matrix elements
are set to zero.
4.3 Spectral analysis




~⇢(t) = A~⇢(t), (4.35)




A is a nonnormal matrix containing the coupling between all of the hierarchy elements. With
this flattened representation of HEOM, spectral analysis can be used to study the stability
of solutions. The solution to Eq. (4.35) may be written as
~⇢(t) = eAt~⇢(0). (4.36)
Assuming A to be a diagonalizable matrix and employing the eigen-decomposition of A, we
can write Eq. (4.36) as
~⇢(t) = V e⇤tV  1~⇢(0), (4.37)
where ⇤ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues { i} of A and V is a matrix whose









where the components of ~d = V  1~⇢(0) are the expansion coefficients of ~⇢(0) in the eigenbasis
of A. From this representation, it is clear that terms in the sum with <[ i] > 0 are asymp-
totically unstable, and will be referred to here as the unstable modes.










Figure 4.2: Spectrum of A for a 2-site Holstein model at T = 0 with L = 9. Model
parameters: g = 0.5, !0 = 1, J = 0.2.
4.3.1 Unstable HEOM
In Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 we calculate the eigen-decomposition for the flattened representation
of Eq. (4.17) and plot { i} for two discrete-bath models: the 2-site Holstein model and the
3-site SSH model. Likewise, in Fig. 4.4 we do the same for the CSB described by Eq.
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum of A for a 3-site SSH model at T = 0 with L = 5. Model parameters:
g = 0.5, !0 = 1, J = 0.2.
(4.25). Notice that eigenvalues are present in the right half-plane in all three cases: these
eigenvalues correspond to unstable modes. Furthermore, computing ~d, the decomposition of
~⇢(0) in the eigenbasis of A, reveals that some of these unstable modes have nonzero weights
in the initial condition, leading to asymptotic instability in the dynamics. In what follows,
we will interpret these unstable modes and discuss computational strategies for removing
them.
While we have shown in Fig. 4.4 a particularly unstable example of continuous-bath
HEOM, in many practical continuous-bath cases one can suppress any instabilities by con-
verging with respect to L and K and employing the Ishizaki-Tanimura closure [53] for the
Matsubara series. To the contrary, instabilities are much harder to suppress via convergence
with respect to L in discrete-bath HEOM.
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Figure 4.4: Spectrum of A for the CSB with L = 20, K = 0. Model parameters:
p
  =
0.3,   = 1, J = 0.2, T = 0.16.
4.3.2 Asymptotically stable HEOM
To show an example of asymptotically stable HEOM, we will now contrast the former un-
stable examples with the HEOM for the CSB (4.25) at a temperature where no unstable
modes are present. In Fig. 4.5 we again show the spectrum of the flattened representation
of Eq. (4.25) (the HEOM for the CSB), only this time at a higher temperature. Since the
high-temperature K = 0 approximation for continuous-bath HEOM is known to be equiv-
alent to the Zusman equation [56], we note the resemblance here to the eigentree structure
from the Zusman equation spectral analysis reported by Jung et al [141]. It is clear that
all eigenvalues are confined to the left half-plane of Fig. 4.5. As a result, the corresponding
dynamics are asymptotically stable.
At this point, we would be remiss to not acknowledge the structure and symmetry present
in the spectral plots of Figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. While we omit a discussion of the spectral
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Figure 4.5: Spectrum of A for the CSB with L = 20, K = 0. Model parameters:
p
  =
0.5,   = 1, J = 0.2, T = 0.4.
dependence on hierarchy depth, number of sites, and choice of model, we exemplify these
dependences in the animations shown in the supplementary material.
4.4 Temperature dependence of HEOM spectra
The spectra of both discrete-bath HEOM and continuous-bath HEOM admit a rich tem-
perature dependence. In Figs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.4 we plot for the DSB and the CSB the
real part of the most unstable eigenvalue, maxi < [ i], as a function of temperature. Note
the similarity between the qualitative behavior in Fig. 4.6 and Figs. 4.7 and 4.4. Both
discrete-bath and continuous-bath HEOM reveal unstable regions, i.e. temperature ranges
where maxi < [ i] > 0, intermingled with stable regions. Furthermore, both have unstable
regions concentrated at lower temperatures.
































Figure 4.6: Real part of most unstable eigenvalue for the DSB, plotted as a function of
temperature for a range of hierarchy depths. Model parameters: g = 0.4, !0 = 1, J = 0.2.



















Figure 4.7: Real part of most unstable eigenvalue for the CSB, plotted as a function of
temperature for a variety of Matsubara dimensions. Model parameters:
p
  = 0.8,   =
1, J = 0.2. L = 3.
ferences of note. First, the behavior shown in Fig. 4.6 seems to be piecewise continuous
while that of Figs. 4.7 and 4.4 contains many asymptotes. A simple analytically solvable
example that helps us rationalize the appearance of these asymptotes for the CSB will be
discussed in the Appendix. Second, while the discrete-bath HEOM instabilities in Fig. 4.6
are governed by a single convergence parameter L, the behavior appears quite complicated:
note how the unstable regions merge at lower temperatures and tend to grow more unstable
as L is increased. Since the unstable regions shift as a function of hierarchy depth, the
behavior of the HEOM solution may be erratic as the hierarchy depth is varied for a fixed
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Figure 4.8: Real part of most unstable eigenvalue for the CSB, plotted as a function of
temperature for a variety of hierarchy depths. Model parameters:
p
  = 0.8,   = 1, J = 0.2.
K = 0.
temperature, as instabilities may appear and disappear and vary in severity. In contrast, for
continuous-bath HEOM we see two distinct types of behavior governed by the parameters
K and L. In Fig. 4.7 we see that as K is incremented, unstable asymptotes are annihilated
one at a time without changing the temperatures of the remaining asymptotes, effectively
lowering the upper bound on temperatures at which instabilities become problematic. In
Fig. 4.4 we observe that as L increases, the unstable regions simply change in shape and the
temperatures at which asymptotes occur are invariant. Thus, we find that for continuous-
bath HEOM K is predominantly responsible for controlling the most severe instabilities; an
increase in L alone cannot remove the instability.
Next, we turn to the low-temperature behavior in continuous-bath and discrete-bath
HEOM as it relates to the aforementioned instabilities. In continuous-bath HEOM, low tem-
peratures are manifestly problematic since the HEOM are derived using a high-temperature
Matsubara expansion. At T = 0 continuous-bath HEOM as expressed in Eq. (4.25) is ill-
defined due to the explicit factor of cot (  /2) that appears in Eq. 4.28. For small non-zero
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temperatures the situation is still problematic; while the HEOM are defined at tempera-
tures between the asymptotes of cot (  /2), due to the high density of asymptotes (per unit
temperature) at low temperature it is necessary to use a large K to annihilate the offending
asymptotes and obtain converged dynamics. The situation is quite different in discrete-bath
HEOM, where there is no high-temperature expansion and no notion of Matsubara conver-
gence. It would seem therefore that discrete-bath HEOM should be amenable to facile low
temperatures simulations as claimed by Chen et al [69]. While the discrete-bath HEOM
are indeed well-defined at all temperatures, they do not eliminate the issue of instabilities
at low temperature. Specifically, the low-temperature instability – that in continuous-bath
HEOM is controlled by the number of Matsubara terms – reappears in discrete-bath HEOM
as an instability that is controlled by the hierarchy depth. Now that we have investigated
the temperature-dependence of the instabilities, we focus our attention on methods for over-
coming instabilities in discrete-bath HEOM at T = 0.
4.5 Projecting away instabilities exactly
Let us momentarily abandon the goal of extracting a physical ~⇢(t) from the unstable
HEOM solution and instead only focus on obtaining a stable ~⇢(t). This task can be accom-
plished by projecting out the unstable modes from the dynamics as follows. Consider the
diagonal matrix
T (t) = e⇤t. (4.39)
We construct the projected time evolution matrix T̄ (t) by zeroing out any elements e it of
T (t) that are larger than unity in modulus. Then the following projected HEOM solution
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Unprojected HEOM: L = 10
Unprojected HEOM: L = 20
Unprojected HEOM: L = 30
Exact Diagonalization
Projected HEOM: L = 8
Figure 4.9: Electron density on site 0 for a 3-site Holstein model. First three curves are
computed using HEOM with successively larger hierarchy depths. Red curve is the exact
solution to the Holstein model computed by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. Black dotted
curve is computed using HEOM with L = 8 with unstable modes projected out. Model
parameters: g = 0.3, !0 = 1, J = 0.2, T = 0. HEOM calculations are performed using
modified versions of PHI [58] and pyrho [113].
will be asymptotically stable,
~̄⇢(t) = V T̄ (t)V  1~⇢(0). (4.40)
Although there is no guarantee that this projection ~⇢(t) ! ~̄⇢(t) will not unrecognizably
alter the dynamics, it turns out that in cases we have studied for small and intermediate
system-bath coupling in discrete-bath models, ~̄⇢(t) rapidly converges to the exact ~⇢(t) as
the hierarchy depth is increased. This is unmistakably evident in Fig. 4.4 , where for the
3-site Holstein model the projection transforms a severely unstable L = 8 trajectory into
what quantitatively resembles the exact dynamics as computed by diagonalization of the
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Hamiltonian. Similar success is observed for the 2-site Holstein model and the DSB. Since
the net effect of unstable modes disappears from the dynamics as L is increased, we interpret
these unstable modes as a spurious, unphysical consequence of hierarchy truncation. Mean-
while, since the stable modes with < [ i]  0 approach the exact dynamics as L is increased,
we interpret these stable modes as corresponding to the physical dynamics, which justifies
our projection scheme as a method for obtaining stable, exact dynamics from discrete-bath
HEOM.
4.6 Projecting away instabilities iteratively with Prony
filtration








elements [56] for the
discrete-bath case. Therefore, the O(Ñ3) diagonalization-based projection algorithm pro-
posed in 4.5 is completely intractable for all but the smallest systems, and only then with
sufficiently weak system-bath coupling due to the increased hierarchy depth required to treat
stronger system-bath coupling. As such there is a need for approximate or iterative compu-
tational techniques for removing unstable modes without requiring an explicit computation
of all eigenmodes. Here we discuss one such algorithm. Since Eq. (4.35) is a first order


















where cij and  j are complex numbers. The projection in 4.5 is equivalent to subtracting off
all terms in the sum for which < [ j] > 0. Consider the following algorithm for subtracting
these terms iteratively:
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1. Numerically integrate the HEOM using an explicit time-stepping algorithm such as
fourth-order Runge-Kutta until a time t2 when maxi |⇢i(t2)|   1. It is necessary
that by t2 one or a small number of modes {~Fj} ⇢ {~fj} have grown many orders of
magnitude larger than the other modes.
2. For each hierarchy element, approximate the weights cij = (~cj)i and complex frequen-
cies  j of the dominant modes {~Fj} using Beylkin and Monzón’s approximate Prony
method [142]. This algorithm for fitting a function to a sum of complex exponential
functions is described in detail in section 4 of Beylkin and Monzón [142].
3. Choose a time t1 < t2 such that maxi,j |cije jt1 | ⌧ 1. Subtract the unstable modes
from the hierarchy at time t1:





4. Resume numerical integration from time t1 until the next instability occurs.
In spirit, this algorithm is similar to excited state methods in quantum mechanics that
project out low energy states by imaginary time propagation [143]. In Fig. 4.4 we depict a
single iteration of the algorithm above. Iterating this “Prony-filtering” algorithm, one can
piece together the same projected HEOM solution that would have been provided via a single
diagonalization using the approach in 4.5. Such a trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for the
DSB; in Fig. 4.4 we show the corresponding spectrum of A, and in Fig. 4.4 we show the
essentially perfect agreement between the diagonalization and Prony-filtering approaches for
calculating stable projected dynamics.
The Prony filtering approach certainly has a significant prefactor due to the cost of Runge-
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Figure 4.10: Single Prony-filtering iteration for the DSB computed with L = 5. This plot
depicts the electron density on site 0. First, the blue curve is computed with HEOM. Next,
the instability is approximately projected out of the blue trajectory, and then the HEOM
simulation is restarted from t = 1120 at the beginning of the black trajectory to delay the
instability until t > 2400. Model parameters: g = 0.3, !0 = 1, J = 0.2, T = 0. Calculations
are performed using a modified version of PHI [58].
Kutta time-stepping and the approximate Prony analysis of step 2. However, in a similar
spirit to the power iteration method or Krylov methods for calculating dominant eigenvectors,
this filtration approach has the advantage of not requiring an O(Ñ3) diagonalization to
compute all of the eigenvectors of A. Therefore, the filtering algorithm holds the promise of
better scalability compared to the diagonalization-based projection algorithm.
4.7 Nonnormality of HEOM
Many of the matrices typically encountered in quantum mechanics are Hermitian. Hermitian
matrices are diagonalizable and have the properties that all eigenvalues are real, and that
the eigenvectors form an orthonormal set, i.e. the matrix is normal. We have already seen
that the realness of the eigenvalues is violated for the generator of hierarchy evolution A. It
turns out that the latter property is also violated.
The nonorthogonality of the eigenmodes in HEOM suggests that removal of instabilities
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Figure 4.11: Extension of the Prony-filtered HEOM simulation from Fig. 4.4. Each color
represents a different Prony-filtering iteration, with the instability at times later than t1 (see
step 3) not depicted. Model parameters: g = 0.3, !0 = 1, J = 0.2, T = 0. Calculations are
performed using a modified version of PHI [58].
may be ill-conditioned, especially when using deeper hierarchies as is necessary to treat
strong coupling. In Fig. 4.14 we show how the numerical error in computing the eigen-
decomposition A V DV  1 grows as a function of hierarchy depth. This numerical error is not
surprising given the nonnormality of A, and it explicitly indicates that the diagonalization-
based projection in 4.5 may be not only expensive, but also ill-conditioned. We also show
in Fig. 4.14 how the condition number of V grows with hierarchy depth. The condition
number is defined as
(V ) ⌘ ||V ||2 ⇥ ||V ||
 1
2 ,
where the norm ||V ||2 is the largest singular value of V . This metric exposes how the linear
dependence of the eigenmodes of A grows with hierarchy depth, and it illustrates how their
removal via either diagonalization-based projection or Prony filtration may be difficult. For
calculating the metrics in Fig. 4.14 we have employed hierarchy scaling [56] with the aim
of reducing the diagonalization error and condition number. Although the error is smaller
than if we were to use unscaled HEOM, clearly this scaling does not eliminate the growth
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Figure 4.12: Spectrum of A for the DSB at T = 0 with L = 5. Model parameters: g =
0.3, !0 = 1, J = 0.2.
with hierarchy depth demonstrated in Fig. 4.14.
In addition to the existence of asymptotic instabilities governed by the spectrum of A, it
is also possible that numerical instabilities occur at shorter times due to large transient be-
havior which is characteristic of nonnormal dynamics. A classic example of such numerically
unstable transient behavior, as well as its pseudospectral analysis, can be found in a control
theory study of Boeing 767 aircraft [144, 145]. We will leave for future work an investigation
of whether the HEOM instabilities witnessed for larger Holstein models are caused by such
numerically unstable transients or whether they are simply due to the asymptotic growth of
the unstable eigenmodes. It is likely that hierarchy scaling [56] substantially reduces such
transients by scaling down the magnitude of elements deep in the hierarchy.
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Figure 4.13: Projected HEOM trajectories for the DSB at T = 0 with L = 5. Black solid
curve uses the diagonalization-based projection. Blue dotted curve uses the approximate
Prony-filtered projection; the data shown here is from the 19th Prony iteration of the sim-
ulation shown in Fig. 4.4. Model parameters: g = 0.3, !0 = 1, J = 0.2. Calculations are
performed using modified versions of PHI [58] and pyrho [113].
4.8 Conclusion
While HEOM is a powerful method that often converges quickly to the numerically exact
dynamics over a significant time range, we have shown evidence that HEOM trajectories
for both continuous-bath and discrete-bath models at sufficiently low temperature will even-
tually hit an exponential wall of instability that completely corrupts the description of the
time evolution. While this instability can typically be converged away in continuous-bath
HEOM, we find that in discrete-bath HEOM deepening the hierarchy does little to delay
instabilities, such that novel projection schemes are desired. Two methods, direct and it-
erative, have been presented to project out the instabilities, and for discrete-bath HEOM
it has been shown that the remaining projected solution converges to the exact dynamics
without requiring many hierarchy levels. We have discussed challenges that may arise asso-
ciated with the computational cost and increasing nonnormality of larger and more complex
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Figure 4.14: Error in computing the eigen-decomposition of A (red, scale on right axis) and
condition number of V (blue, scale on left axis) as a function of hierarchy depth for the 2-site
Holstein model at T = 0. Model parameters: g = 0.4, !0 = 1, J = 0.2.
HEOM simulations. As of now, we still lack a complete analytical understanding of the
properties of HEOM that lead to the instabilities. We also fall short of a generic scalable
solution for removing these instabilities. Perhaps with the advent of new HEOM algorithms
such as distributed memory HEOM [146] and matrix product state compressed HEOM [59],
one may be able to accelerate numerical integration of the HEOM sufficiently to facilitate
projection approaches such as the Prony filtration approach introduced here. The challenge
of obtaining efficient, stable HEOM solutions will surely benefit from future work that ex-
plores alternative closures to the HEOM which reduce the instabilities without corrupting
the remaining dynamics, the relation between the breaking of positivity in HEOM [147] –
as evidenced by the negative populations in this work – and the instabilities, the nature of
instabilities in other novel HEOM formulations [148–151], and computational techniques for
removing the unstable modes from nonnormal, unstable linear systems.
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Supplementary material
See supplementary material for animations depicting the spectral dependence of HEOM on
hierarchy depth, number of sites, and choice of model.
Appendix - Analytical treatment of CSB
In this appendix we will use a small analytical example to demonstrate how unstable modes
arise in HEOM for the CSB. Consider the HEOM time evolution operator for the CSB with
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This analytical example reveals alternating temperature regions of stability and instability




n = 1, 2, ... (4.47)
The asymptotes in the cotangent function at   = 2n⇡/  correspond to an infinite eigen-
value; at such temperatures the HEOM specified by Eq. (4.25) are completely undefined.
Furthermore, for   just slightly less than 2n⇡/ , these HEOM will be exceptionally unstable
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due to the large magnitude of the last eigenvalue in Eq. (4.44) near the asymptotes of the




⇡ we see that these HEOM are
asymptotically stable. These findings agree with the spectral data shown in Figs. 4.7 and
4.4.
We should also note that these asymptotes are not present in Fig. 4.6, since the HEOM
in Eq. (4.17) contain coth ( !0/2) rather than cot (  /2) and the hyperbolic cotangent does
not contain asymptotes at finite temperatures. Thus, unlike the behavior exhibited in Figs.
4.7 and 4.4, that of Fig. 4.6 is piecewise continuous.
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